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Dear Customers and Friends,

The worst of the pandemic seems to be behind us, but we are still seeing unprecedented delays from some of our vendors. We have received some Akubra hats from Australia, but are still far below our normal inventory levels. Leather moccasins are not yet coming through and our Northwest Indian jewelry is in short supply. We continue to be very grateful to some very patient customers. We are also doing all we can to limit price increases as our costs rise.

There is good news too. Two old friends are back: The Hat Stretcher (page 14) and our Celtic Belt Buckle (page 50), both customer favorites. Our supply of Panama Hats is great going into the summer season. We have new hats, new wallets and new jewelry as well as our ongoing styles. We and our staff look forward to your continued patronage as we bring you our eclectic mix of quality items. Thank you!

Will Morgan

---

#1220 Fore Street Tote Bag .................. $180
17 x 14 x 3 inches
Full-grain bison leather
Made in USA by Rogue Industries
Please see pages 40 and 41 for more leathergoods by Rogue Industries.

#220P Wild Violet Pin ............................ $72
Bronze with hand-formed glass flowers
Hand crafted in the USA
We offer more Silver Seasons jewelry by Michael Michaud on pages 73 through 75.

Visit Our Retail Store in Bothell! We are open Monday through Friday, Saturdays in November through to Christmas. Our hours are 9am to 5 pm, Pacific Time. Directions to our store and a map are on page 46.

David Morgan
11812 North Creek Parkway N, Ste 103
Bothell WA 98011
(425) 485-2132
There is ample customer parking in front of our store.

David Morgan
Panama Hats  Panamas are the classic hot weather hat. Popularized by world leaders such as Napoleon III, Teddy Roosevelt and Kruschev they remain a standard today for men and women who need lightweight protection from the sun. The bodies for our Panama hats are hand woven in Ecuador from toquilla fiber, the finest of the straws used in hats. The bodies are tightly woven to ensure good protection from the sun. A substantial fiber is selected to produce a firm hat that holds its shape well. The pinch is reinforced to reduce breakage. These hats are great for hot sunny weather (but not suitable for use in the rain.)

Darwin Panama  The Darwin is our Panama hat with Australian style. The brim is turned down at the front and back and the hat sports a kangaroo leather hat band, hand braided at David Morgan. The body is woven in Ecuador from toquilla fiber, considered the best straw for Panama hats. Reinforcement in the pinch and the base of the crown helps to protect the hat at its weakest points. Teflon coats the fibers for water and oil resistance, yet maintains its breathability. The brim has a thin hidden plastic memory band at the edge to keep an even brim shape. The crown is 4 inches at the front and back, rising to 4½ inches at the sides. The brim is 3 inches. Cloth sweatband. Color is Natural. Handwoven in Ecuador, finished and trimmed in the USA.

#1649 Darwin Panama ................................................................................................................................................................. $140

Sizes S(6¾ - 6¾), M(7-7¾), L(7¼-7¾), XL(7½-7¾), XXL (7¾)

Please state size

Panama Hat Care  With reasonable care, Panama hats will last years. While extremely light fine weaves may be folded and rolled, the firmer weaves we offer should not be crushed. Pick the hat up by the brim, not by the crown or the peak as it will fray with repeated pinching. Panama hats are designed for protection from the sun. Do not wear them in the rain, and do not store them near the rear window of a car or truck, where they would bake in the sun. When you put your hat down temporarily place it on its crown, so as not to distort the brim. Store the hat on a hat rack or supported at the sweat band in a hat box. Use a soft brush to remove dust.

Please refer to pages 14 and 15 for our hat sizing and hat care information.
Mayser Hats  Mayser Hats was established over 200 years ago in Ulm, Germany. Leonhard Mayser’s success came early with his desire to produce quality men’s hats. Over the next two centuries, Mayser has expanded into other industrial areas, but their motto remains as “Innovation by Tradition.” Mayser uses traditional methods with modern techniques. This allows them to produce high quality hats yet remain on the front edge of fashion.

Featherweight Panama  This Featherweight Panama by Mayser Hats is the finest Panama hat we offer, finely woven and very lightweight. The crown is 4 inches at the front and back and 4¾ inches at the side in a Fedora shape. The snap brim is 2½ inches wide. A 1¼ inch black, grosgrain ribbon adds the classic touch. The leather sweatband ensures wearing comfort. The toquilla fiber is lightly bleached. The pinch is protected with silicone. UPF rating 50+. Color is Natural. Hand woven in Ecuador from toquilla fiber. Finished and trimmed in Slovakia.

#1666 Featherweight Panama .............................................................................................................. $450
Sizes 56 (7) through 62 (7¾)
Please state size

Mayser hats run almost a full size large. In-between sizes should order the next size down.

One feature which really makes our Featherweight Panama an exceptional hat is the leather sweatband. Our Akubra fur felt hats all have leather sweatbands but our other Panamas, and indeed most Panamas, have cloth sweatbands.

Our Panama hats blocked and trimmed in Slovakia are sold by metric hat size. Our Panamas blocked and trimmed in the US are available in Sizes S through XXL. For more information on hat sizing please see page 15.

Inches: 21¼ 21½ 21¾ 22¼ 22½ 23 23½ 23¾ 24 24¼ 24½ 25 25½
Metric Hat Size: 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
US Hat Size: 6¾ 6¾ 7 7¼ 7¾ 7½ 7¾ 8 8¼
Our Panama Hats: S | M | L | XL | XXL |
Vented Panama Fedora  Hand woven in Ecuador by Mayser Hats, this vented Panama will keep you cool on the hottest days. The crown is 4 inches at the front and back and 4½ inches at the side, in a Fedora shape. The snap brim is 2½ inches wide. The black grosgrain ribbon is 1¼ inches wide. Cloth sweatband. The pinch is protected with silicone. Each hat is unique and there will be some variation in the open weave of the crown. Color is Natural. Hand woven in Ecuador from toquilla fiber. Finished and trimmed in Slovakia.

#1665 Vented Panama Fedora...................................................................................................................................... $165
Sizes 56 (7) through 62 (7½)
Please state size

Mayser hats run almost a full size large. In-between sizes should order the next size down.

Torino Panama Fedora  This hat is a classic Panama Fedora by Mayser Hats. The crown is 4 inches at the front and back and 4½ inches at the side, in a Fedora shape. The snap brim is 2½ inches wide. The black grosgrain ribbon is 1¼ inches wide. Cloth sweatband. The pinch is reinforced inside the crown to prevent cracking, although we always recommend picking your hat up by the brim, not by the crown. Colors are Putty or Black. Hand woven in Ecuador from toquilla fiber. Finished and trimmed in Slovakia.

#1667 Torino Panama Fedora ...................................................................................................................................... $165
Sizes 56 (7) through 62 (7½)
Please state size and color

Mayser hats run almost a full size large. In-between sizes should order the next size down.
### Panama Fedora

This Fedora is an elegant Panama at an affordable price. The brim is 2½ inches. The crown is 4 inches in front, peaking to 4½ inches and dropping to 3¾ inches in the back. The snap down brim has a thin hidden wire at the edge to retain your chosen brim shape. The black grosgrain hat band is 1½ inches wide, brightened with a removable hat feather. Cloth sweatband. Toquilla fiber. Reinforcement in the pinch and the base of the crown helps to protect the hat at its weakest points. Teflon coats the fibers for water and oil resistance, yet maintains its breathability. Color is Natural. Handwoven in Ecuador, finished and trimmed in the USA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1648 Panama Fedora</td>
<td>.................................................................................................................</td>
<td>$115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sizes S(6¾ - 7½), M(7-7½), L(7½-8), XL(8-8½), XXL (8½-9)

Please state size

### #1647 Gambler Panama

- Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
- Color Natural
- Toquilla fiber
- 3" brim front and back
- 2½" brim at sides
- 4" crown, partially vented
- 1½" black grosgrain band
- Cloth sweatband
- Handwoven in Ecuador, finished and trimmed in the USA

The Gambler is our Panama hat with an open weave crown for great ventilation. This shape has found favor as a golf hat with both men and women.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1657 Gambler Panama</td>
<td>.................................................................................................................</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### #1664 Rancher’s Panama

- Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
- Color Natural
- Toquilla fiber
- 3¾" brim, 5½" crown
- 3 eyelets each side
- Braided leather band
- Cloth sweatband
- Handwoven in Ecuador, finished and trimmed in the USA

This Panama features a high crown with an American cattleman’s crease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1664 Rancher’s Panama</td>
<td>.................................................................................................................</td>
<td>$145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Akubra Hemp Hats®  Akubra’s legendary quality is available in hemp straw hats. Industrial hemp is an outstanding fiber, useful in textiles, high strength cordage and papermaking. As a farm crop it is relatively pest-free, does not deplete the soil, and requires little fertilizer. Hemp is one of the world's strongest fibers. The fibers are naturally resistant to mold and ultraviolet light and are extremely resistant to abrasion. Hemp straw hats are stronger than toquilla fiber Panamas, are more durable, and will last longer.

**Hemp Range**  The partially vented crown of the Range is a pinched telescope and measures 4 inches at the front and 4½ inches at the sides. The brim is 3¼ inches wide. The 7-pleat cloth puggaree is 1½ inches wide. Unlined. Reeded roan leather sweatband. Color is Natural. Made in Australia.

#1635 Hemp Range .......................................................................................................................................................................... $120

Sizes 55 (6½) through 61 (7½)
Please state size

**Hemp Balmoral**  The Balmoral has a closer weave than the Hemp Range hat, giving it more flexibility and a more refined look. The finished brim is 2¾ inches wide. The pinched crown has a teardrop crease at the top and is 4¼ inches at the front, rising to 4½ inches on the sides and finishing at 4 inches in the back. The hat band is made of bonded leather. Unlined. Reeded roan leather sweatband. Color is Natural. Made in Australia.

#1764 Hemp Balmoral.................................................................................................................................................................$120

Sizes 55 (6½) through 61 (7½)
Please state size
Akubra Hats® have been Australia's quality hats since the early 1900’s, when Arthur P. Stewart set up to make a hat to meet the needs of this bustling new colony. Australians needed hard wearing hats with wider brims than the usual European brims, to protect them from the sun and rain. Akubra soon became known for the durability and comfort of their fur felt hats, and recognized throughout the world for the Australian styling with a flair that reflects the independent, confident, and sometimes adventurous spirit of the dinkum Australian. Akubra's reputation is built on the long lasting quality of their fur felt and the comfort of their reeded roan leather sweatbands. Choose one of Akubra’s premium quality Heritage Collection hats or one of their traditional styles — all Akubras are great hats.

Cattleman
The Cattleman is the hat made by Akubra for the Australian Stockman's Hall of Fame, chosen because it typifies the hats used by the cattlemen in Australia. The safeguard it provides from sun for nose, ears and back of the neck makes this enduring Australian style a good choice for anyone spending time outdoors. The pre-creased pinched telescope crown is 4 inches high, eyeletted. The 3¼ inch bound edge brim is turned down in front and back. Made from Akubra's Imperial Quality pure fur felt, the hat has a double ornamental band with brass fittings. Fully lined. Reeded roan leather sweatband. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Bran, Fawn, Graphite Gray (Charcoal) or Sand. Graphite Gray is unlined, all other colors are fully lined. Made in Australia.

#1613 Cattleman ................................................................................................................................................................... $165

Sizes 54 (6½) through 64 (8)
Please state size and color

Sand  Fawn  Bran

Please refer to pages 14 and 15 for our hat sizing and hat care information.

Akubra’s Sweatbands  The leather sweatband is the only part of the hat that touches the head, and thus is critical to comfort. Akubra uses roan leathers, full thickness sheepskin, tanned to be soft and absorbent. The leather is reeded, that is, supported by a thin impermeable strip of material with a thin plastic fibre encased in the edge. Reeding improves the fit and comfort of the sweatband and inhibits transfer of perspiration from the leather to the hat itself.
Leisure Time  The Leisure Time is a hat for all occasions, with a style that looks just as fine with a suit as with a t-shirt and jeans. The moderately proportioned hat also looks great on women. The pre-creased crown has a wide center crease with side dents in the front. The crown is 4 inches high at the front, 4½ inches at the sides. The raw edge brim is 2¾ wide. The bonded leather hat band is ornamented with a thin band of feathers. Made from Akubra’s Imperial Quality pure fur felt, the hat is fully lined. Reeded roan leather sweatband. UPF rating 50+. Color is Light Sand. Made in Australia.

#1743 Leisure Time ........................................................................................................................................................................... $160

Sizes 54 (6¾) through 63 (7¾)
Please state size

Stylemaster  The Stylemaster is a pre-creased fedora that will suit hat lovers of all ages. Wear it with confidence to work or add a dash of style to your evening. The pinched telescope crown is 4¼ inches at the front, rising to 4¾ inches on the side and then down to 3½ inches in the back. The brim is 2½ inches wide and bound with ribbon. The snap brim is usually worn snapped down in front and up in back. Imperial Quality pure fur felt, fully lined. ½ inch grosgrain band. Reeded roan leather sweatband. No ventilation eyelets. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Acorn or Carbon Gray. Made in Australia.

#1746 Stylemaster ........................................................................................................................................................................... $160

Sizes 55 (6¾) through 64 (8)
Please state size and color

Please refer to pages 14 and 15 for our hat sizing and hat care information.
**Banjo Paterson**  The Banjo Paterson is a great style suitable for town or country wear. The pre-creased crown has a wide center crease with side dents in the front. The crown is 4 inches high at the front, 4½ inches at the sides. The brim is 2¾ inches wide, raw edge. The striking hat band, ½ inch wide, is made from the skin of the Barramundi, one of Australia’s fine food fishes found in the Condamine and other northern rivers of Australia. Premium quality pure fur felt, fully lined. No ventilation eyelets. Reeded roan leather sweatband. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Graphite Gray (Charcoal) or Heritage Fawn. Made in Australia.

#1622 Banjo Paterson (Heritage Collection) .................................................. $200
Sizes 54 (6¾) through 64 (8)
Please state size and color

Akubras are sold by metric hat size. For more information on hat sizing please see page 15.

**Metrics Hat Size:**  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65
**US Hat Size:**  6¼  6½  7  7¼  7½  7¾  7¾  8  8½
Hat Feathers  We offer a packet of assorted hat feathers for those who like to set their hats off with a feather. Each packet includes 5 hat feathers. Sorry, no choice of style or color.

#1183 Hat Feathers ................................................................. $6

#1611 Snowy River ................................................................. $165
  Sizes 54 (6 3/4) through 65 (8 1/8)
  Colors Black, Santone Fawn, Glen Gray
  Pre-creased pinched telescope crown
  4 inches to peak of crown
  3 1/4" brim, raw edge
  Bonded leather ornamental band
  Reeded roan leather sweatband
  No ventilation eyelets
  Fully lined, UPF rating 50+
  Imperial Quality pure fur felt
The Snowy River is a classic Australian hat with a rolled brim with front and back turned down. This enduring outback style may be worn over the eyes or well back on the head in typical Australian fashion.

#1605 Riverina ................................................................. $190
  Sizes 56 (7) through 61 (7 3/8)
  Color Bran
  Pre-creased center crease crown
  4 1/4 inches to peak of crown
  3 3/8" brim, raw edge
  Braided leather band
  Reeded roan leather sweatband
  3 ventilation eyelets on each side
  Unlined, UPF rating 50+
  Imperial Quality pure fur felt
Named after the famed agricultural region of New South Wales where the weather can be hot, the Riverina provides great sun protection with its wide brim.
  Measure Hat Size Twice! — Avoid Exchanges

#1616 Coober Pedy ............................................................. $170
  Sizes 54 (6 3/4) through 64 (8)
  Colors Santone Fawn, Bluegrass (Moss Green)
  Pre-creased center crease crown
  4 1/2 inches to peak of crown
  3 1/4" brim, bound edge
  Braided leather band
  Reeded roan leather sweatband
  3 ventilation eyelets on each side
  Unlined, UPF rating 50+
  Imperial Quality pure fur felt
The Coober Pedy, named after Australia’s famed opal fields, has 3 eyelets on each side of the crown for ventilation.

David Morgan
Angler  The Angler is a great fishing hat, stylish enough for city wear. It has a 3 inch slightly curled raw edge brim for good protection from sun or rain. Crown height is a moderate 4¼ inches. Fully lined, with three eyelets each side of the crown. The ½ inch hat band is made from the skin of the Barramundi, a food fish from Northeastern Australia. Imperial quality pure fur felt, reeded roan leather sweatband. UPF rating 50+. Color is Regency Fawn. Made in Australia.

#1628 Angler  ........................................................................................................ $180
Sizes 55 (6¾) through 64 (8)
Please state size

The Territory  This wide brimmed hat offers outstanding protection from harsh sun or heavy rain. It is named for the Northern Territory, Australia's Top End, with its vast stretches of hot dry desert and its wet tropical jungles. The brim is 4 inches wide, tilted down in front and back. The pre-creased pinch telescope crown is 4 inches high, with two large eyelets on each side. Imperial Quality pure fur felt, fully lined. The leather hat band is stamped with an attractive design and there is a reeded roan leather sweatband. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Santone Fawn or Sand. Made in Australia.

#1627 The Territory  ......................................................................................... $175
Sizes 55 (6¾) through 64 (8)
Please state size and color

Measure Twice! — High Shipping Costs for Exchanges
Returns and exchanges of the Adventurer (page 13), Riverina (page 11), Territory and Lizard Head (page 19) will incur dimensional weight charges. Please see page 19 for further information.
Open Crown Hats  

Back when hat stores were common, most hats were sold with open crowns. The crease, or bash, would be put in for the customer by the salesman at the time of purchase. These days, hat stores are hard to find and almost all hats sold have pre-creased crowns. For those of you who still want an individualized bash, we offer a number of open crown hats from Akubra. Shape the crown to suit you best, then, when the hat is damp from the rain, make any final adjustments and let the hat dry. We include instructions with each hat or check online at davidmorgan.com for more information and instructional videos.

The Adventurer, Aussie Slouch and Campdraft hats are sold with open crowns, as shown here.

#1632 Adventurer (Open Crown) ..... $185  
Sizes 56 (7) through 64 (8)  
Color Mid Brown  
Open crown, shipped uncreased  
5½ inches to top of crown  
Raw edge brim, 3½” front and back,  
2¾” at the sides  
1½” grosgrain ribbon band  
Reeded roan leather sweatband  
Fully lined, UPF rating 50+  
Imperial Quality pure fur felt  
The Adventurer is the same general shape, style and color as the fedora worn by Indiana Jones in the “Indiana Jones” movies.  
Measure Hat Size Twice! — Avoid Exchanges

#1601 Aussie Slouch (Open Crown) .. $185  
Sizes 54 (6¾) through 63 (7½)  
Color British Khaki  
Open crown, shipped uncreased  
5¼ inches to top of crown  
3½” flat brim, bound edge  
Puggaree and chin strap/ chin strap hooks  
Two ventilation holes each side  
Reeded roan leather sweatband  
Unlined, UPF rating 50+  
Superfine Quality pure fur felt  
Made by Akubra for the Australian Army since the early 1900’s, the Aussie Slouch is the authentic full-quality military hat.

#1724 Campdraft (Open Crown) ........... $160  
Sizes 55 (6¾) through 63 (7½)  
Colors Black, Sand  
Open crown, shipped uncreased  
5½ inches to top of crown  
2¾ inch snap brim, bound edge  
No ventilation eyelets  
Reeded roan leather sweatband  
Fully lined, UPF rating 50+  
Imperial Quality pure fur felt  
The Campdraft’s open crown allows you to choose whether to shape in a classic Fedora style, an Australian style pinched telescope crease, or anything in between.

#1601 Aussie Slouch (Open Crown)  

The Adventurer, Aussie Slouch and Campdraft hats are sold with open crowns, as shown here.
Wearing and Caring for Your Akubra  
Akubra Hats are made to be worn by active outdoors people. They are made to give full satisfaction during years of service through sun and rain. There is no need to baby your Akubra, but if you treat it with understanding, it will look better and last longer.

Do not pick up your hat by pinching the crown, either at the top or front. Pinching will flex the felt, and eventually cause a hole or crack to develop in the felt. It is best to pick up the hat either by the front and back of the brim, or by placing the thumbs inside the leather sweat band at the sides with the fingers just touching the outside edge of the brim.

Rain or sun do not harm a pure fur felt Akubra. There is no need for plastic rain covers — these merely keep the felt from breathing properly and so make your head uncomfortable. Do not heat a wet hat. Heat will shrink the felt, as well as the leather. Stand the hat upside down on its crown, or hang on a hook in a cool place and let it dry naturally. Wet felt retains the shape in which it dries, so make sure the brim and crown are shaped as you want them before drying.

Dust and grime are bound to accumulate on a hat under any normal conditions. Dust can be removed by brushing with a soft brush. Always brush with the nap, in a counterclockwise direction. Dust can also be removed by wiping the hat with a damp (not wet) towel.

Brim Brush  
The hatter's brim brush is designed to brush a hat efficiently. Brush counter-clockwise to remove dust and grime. Used regularly a brim brush will add years to the life of your hat. If you own both light and dark colored hats, we suggest using two brim brushes, one for light colors, one for dark as we do here at David Morgan.

Hat Stretcher  
This two way hat stretcher is robust and durable. Tapered blocks of fir on a turnbuckle fit against the leather sweatband to absorb moisture and maintain the hat's proper shape and size when stored. If your hats must of necessity be dried or stored under warm conditions, storing the hat on the stretcher, set to your size, will be beneficial. Three sizes are carried to fit a range of hat sizes. Made in USA.

Please state size — S (below 57), M (57 to 59), L (60 and up)
If your head shape is a long oval, we suggest ordering one size smaller.

Hat Stretcher  

#1181 Hat Stretcher .......................................................................................................................... $30

#3001 Brim Brush ........................................................................................................................................................................... $13
Determining Your Hat Size  Heads come in all sizes and in a surprising variety of shapes. Although fur felt hats, such as the Akubras we carry, are adaptable, and will usually conform to differences in shape with a little wearing, it is essential that the size be correct for the head. To determine your hat size, measure the circumference around your head, keeping the tape level and firm, across the temples and above the eyebrow ridges. If you do not have a tape measure, download, print and assemble our hat tape found at davidmorgan.com/hat_tape.pdf. Check the size chart given below. For in-between measurements use the next size up. For hats offered in S-M-L increments, determine your hat size first, then check to see which increment covers your hat size, as this often varies from one manufacturer to another. For the lightweight fabric hats for hot weather use you may prefer a hat a little larger than your normal size.

Inches: 21⅛ 21½ 21¾ 22 22⅛ 22⅓ 23 23⅛ 23⅓ 24 24⅛ 24⅓ 25 25⅛
Metric Hat Size: 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
US Hat Size: 6⅜ 6⅞ 7 7¼ 7½ 7¾ 8 8¼
Our Panama Hats: S | M | L | XL | XXL |

Check the Fit  When your hat arrives, check the fit before wearing to make sure you have ordered the correct size. Our hat manual (included with each hat) will assist:
1. The sweatband inside the hat should fit securely on the head without binding.
2. For some in-between sizes, and for some head shapes, greater comfort may be attained by placing felt pads inside the sweatband. Felt pads are enclosed with our Akubra and Panama hats, the Wool Felt Hiker and the Lizard Head hat.
3. The top of the crown should not be so low that it touches the top of your head and prevents the hat from coming down far enough to seat properly. If it does, with a leather or cloth hat you may need a smaller size. With an Akubra fur felt hat the top can be adjusted.
If you do find the size is not right, please give us a call before exchanging or returning. We have over 50 years’ experience helping customers measure their heads and fit their hats. Heads come in all shapes and sizes, and sometimes judicial use of felt hat pads (included with each Akubra purchase), altering to a long oval or raising the crown will solve a fit issue.

Exchanges and Returns  If the hat does not fit, recheck your hat size, and exchange your hat for the correct size. Hats in unused condition with all tags can be returned within 90 days of purchase for exchange or full refund of product price. The cost to return the hat to us is the customer’s responsibility. Our $9 handling charge covers your first exchange (if needed). If you live in the greater Seattle area, exchanges and returns can be completed at our Bothell, Washington store.

Hat Pads  Felt hat pads may be placed under the sweat band of a hat to adjust the fit. A hat should fit comfortably, and feel secure but not binding. Where a hat is a little loose, felt hat pads will tighten the fit. We include felt pads with our Akubra hats and our Panama hats. For those needing felt pads for other hats, or replacement pads, we offer two 6 x 1 x ⅛ inch felt pads. The pads can be easily cut to the desired size.

#1182 Felt Hat Pads (2) ....................................................................................................................................................................... $1
Hat Accessories  Fine quality braided kangaroo leather hat bands and stampede strings add a special touch to your hat. These braided goods are our own production, hand crafted here in Bothell, Washington. They are available in Natural Tan or Black. The Natural Tan darkens with sunlight.

#885 Double Round Hat Band .................. $72
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA
Shown on the #1616 Coober Pedy by Akubra

#836 Edge Ridge Hat Band ...................$82
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

#853 Ten Plait Hat Band ....................$64
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

#835 Two Tone Hat Band .....................$64
Please state edge color — Natural Tan or Black
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

#900 Center Strand Hat Band ...............$72
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

#856 Six Plait Hat Band ......................$50
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

#859 Ridge Braid Hat Band ................  $70
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

#839 Fancy Edge Hat Band .................. $58
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

#895 14 Plait Hat Band ......................$74
Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA
**Whip Hat Bands**  These hat bands are hat sized versions of functioning whips, plaited in kangaroo leather. Color is Brown. Handcrafted in Australia by SKT Leather.

#356 Bull Whip Hat Band .................$220
   8 plait, 40 inch overall length

#357 Stock Whip Hat Band ..............$140
   4 plait, 40 inch overall length
   Toheti cane handle

**Hold on to your hat!**—Chin straps, known in cattle country as stampede strings, ensure against loss of your hat in wind, water or brush. Our Stampede String has cotter pins which can be slipped between the sweatband and body of most hats before being spread to hold them in place. The stampede string is kangaroo leather, handcrafted here in Bothell, Washington. Colors are Natural Tan or Black. The Natural Tan darkens with sunlight.

#870 Stampede String ..................$52
   Please state color — Natural Tan or Black
   Hand braided kangaroo leather, made in USA

**Breakaway Chin Strap**  This clever Chin Strap by Akubra is designed to break away if your hat is snagged while riding. The plastic releases pull apart with any excessive tension. It’s also convenient for times when you don’t need your chin strap. Simply loop the chin strap over the back brim of the hat or remove the longer ends and tuck them into your pocket. The length is 17 inches. A metal guide with the Akubra logo holds the two cords together. The cord is made of nylon. The Breakaway Chin strap is suitable for all Akubra hats we offer, but is not suitable for most hats with cloth sweatbands such as our Panamas. Instructions are included with the chin strap. Designed in Australia, made in China.

#883 Breakaway Chin Strap .....................$12
   Please state color — Black or Tan
Crocodile Hat Bands These leather hat bands are cut from the backs of farm raised saltwater crocodiles. The band goes fully around the hat and adjusts to the size of the hat by passing one end through a slit in the other end. The hat bands are available with 6 crocodile teeth and without teeth. Colors are Black or Dark Brown. Adjustable, fits most hat sizes. Farm raised crocodile leather. Made in Australia.

#897 Crocodile Hat Band with Six Teeth......................................................... $70
#898 Crocodile Hat Band without Teeth......................................................... $46
Please state color

We offer more crocodile leather products on pages 19, 42 and 43.

Traveller The Traveller is the Akubra to accompany you on your travels. It is made in Akubra's pure fur Pliofelt, a soft pliable fur felt developed specifically for crushable hats. The pre-creased pinched telescope crown is 4½ inches high, the welted brim is 3 inches wide. The brim has a unique memory insert which allows the hat to be manipulated back to shape easily after being packed or crushed. The 5/16 inch ornamental band has a brass buckle. The crown is unlined with a fabric sweatband. Pure fur felt. The Traveller conforms readily to your head shape on the first wearing. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Black, Regency Fawn or Sand. Made in Australia by Akubra.

#1626 Traveller (Lifestyle Collection).......................................................... $170
Sizes 55 (6%) through 63 (7%)
Please state size and color

Please refer to pages 14 and 15 for our hat sizing and hat care information.
Nathaniel's Hats  To Nate’s knowledge, he is the only Native-American Master Hatter. In 1994 he moved to Southwestern Colorado from Wisconsin and apprenticed at a well-known custom hat and clothing company. After several years of hard work, he became a master hatter. Now in Georgetown, Texas, Nathaniel’s Custom Hatters creates custom hats of the finest quality. He uses centuries-old techniques that give each hat a timeless quality and style. He was named “Best Living Hatmaker” in 2008 by True West magazine.

Lizard Head Hat  Hand made by Nate Funmaker, this hat is a true original. Nate crafts the entire hat by hand, including blocking, shaping, sewing and trimming. It’s made of 100% rabbit fur felt. Nate has creased and pinched the back and sides of the crown, and thrown a small mule kick in the front. There is a diamond dent on the top. The sweatband is leather. The hat band is David Morgan’s own Ridge Braid Hat Band, (page 16) hand braided kangaroo leather. The crown is 4⅜ inches at the front, 4 inches in the back and 4½ inches on the sides. The brim is 2¾ inches on the sides, 3½ inches in the front and back. Fully lined. Colors are Sahara or Steel. Hand made in USA.

#1701 Lizard Head Hat .............................................................................................................................................................. $600
Sizes 56 (7) through 61 (7½)
Please state size and color

Measure Twice! — Large Hats with High Shipping Costs  Unfortunately, some of our larger hats are now facing astronomical shipping costs. These hats include the Riverina (page 11), Territory (page 12), Adventurer (page 13) and the Lizard Head.

All domestic shippers now charge dimensional weights for ground delivery. Any package over one cubic foot is subject to a greater charge than the actual weight. For these hats which require a box greater than one cubic foot, the cost to send back to David Morgan has jumped to upwards of $50. If you are interested in one of these styles, we do recommend you double check your hat size before purchasing.

Crocodile Leather Key Fob  This key fob is cut from the backs of farm-raised saltwater crocodiles. Each fob is unique, approximately 3 inches by 1½ inches in size depending on the individual skutes. There is a brass-plated key ring and carabiner-styled spring hook. Color is Brown. Made in Australia.

#903 Crocodile Leather Key Fob ............................................................................................................................... $50
Stefeno Hats  Established in 2002, Stefeno Hats has a reputation for creating the finest headwear that reflects the latest fashion trends from Europe. “Headwear with an Attitude” is their motto and it shows in every carefully-crafted hat. Founded by Steve and Lois Goldberg, who have over 30 years of experience in the hat industry, their desire is to make hats that fit each and every customer with an incomparable sense of style.

Leather Driving Cap  Made with very soft and supple lambskin leather, this cap by Stefeno is in the classic driving cap design and will nestle snugly on your head. The lining is quilted nylon. Colors are Black or Brown. Made in Italy by Stefeno Hats.

#1801 Leather Driving Cap..........................$105
Sizes S (6¼ - 6¾), M (7 - 7¼), L (7¼ - 7¾), XL (7½ - 7¾), XXL (7¾ - 8)
Please state size and color

Care of leather hats:  Leather hats are durable and long lasting. Leather will shrink if heated so never dry a wet hat with heat. As with any hat, we suggest storing it on a hat stretcher (page 14) to best maintain the size. A light coating of Pecard Leather Dressing (page 55) every six months will help maintain the fine appearance of your leather hat.

Wool Felt Hiker Hat, Crushable  For those who want an alternative to rabbit fur felt, this Italian-made, wool felt hat is perfect. It is crushable, so you can pack it away for your adventures. The teardrop crown is 4 inches in the front and back, and rises to 4¾ on the sides. The downturned welted brim is 2¼ inches in the front and 2½ inches on the sides. The ¾ inch wide hat band is suede trimmed with leather. Cloth sweatband. Unlined. Water resistant. Colors are Taupe or Gray. Made in Italy by Stefeno Hats.

#1804 Wool Felt Hiker Hat, Crushable..........................$80
Sizes S (6¼ - 6¾), M (7 - 7¼), L (7¼ - 7¾), XL (7½ - 7¾), XXL (7¾ - 8)
Please state size and color

Fur Felt or Wool Felt?  We offer both! Felt, created by using heat, agitation and moisture to tightly interlock fibers in all directions, is one of the lightest fabrics known in relation to its tensile strength. The rabbit and hare fur used in the fur felt hats we offer is the downy-underfur, not the long, coarse hair commonly called fur. This under-fur has tiny barb-like projections on the surface of each fiber and these barbs interlock to make strong felt. Wool fibers, coarser than the fur fibers, also have these tiny barbs and can be felted, although not as tightly as fur felt. Fur felt hats, such as our Akubras and the Lizard Head hat, are generally longer lasting, lighter weight, thinner, smoother and more durable than wool felt hats. Quality wool felt hats are markedly cheaper to produce than fur felt hats, and can be a great choice for a casual hat.
Conner Hats, headed by Will Conner, is a continuation of the legacy of his father Bill's business, BC Hats. Will's travels as a young man gave him an appreciation for how humans affect the world. Will makes it company policy to tread lightly and consider the wider outcome of business decisions. "I believe we can make a positive change," Will says. "Thoughtful actions can improve the health of business while reducing negative impact on cultures and ecosystems alike. Our goal is to promote long-term thinking and to really consider future generations with every product we create and every decision we make as a brand." The wool used in Conner Hats is cruelty free. Recycled and organic materials are used wherever possible. both in the hats and packaging.

Bird and Feather Wool Felt Hat  This wool felt hat adjusts to fit hat sizes 6 3/4 through 7 1/4. The hat is crushable, so you can put it in your luggage for your next trip. Pop the top and look sharp! The welted brim is 3 1/4 inches and the crown is 4 1/2 inches. A metal feather adorns the leather strap that runs through the brim and around the crown, providing a simple chin strap. The chin strap can be tucked inside the crown when not needed. A metal bird with the Conner logo is attached to the crown. The satin sweatband adjusts for a custom fit. Unlined. Water repellant. UPF rating 50+. Colors are Black, Brown, Plum or Putty. 100% Australian cruelty-free wool. Made in China by Conner Hats.

#C1105 Bird and Feather Wool Felt Hat ................................................. $94
One size fits head size 6 3/4 through 7 1/4
Please state color

Airflow Lightweight Recycled Hat
The mesh sides of this lightweight hat will keep you cool on the hottest days. This crushable hat is made of recycled plastic and organic cotton. About 5 plastic bottles are used for each hat! The brim is bound. A cotton stam-pede string wraps around the crown and passes through two grommeted holes in the brim, adjusting with a toggle. There is an organic cotton pocket in the crown that velcros shut. Organic cotton sweatband. The brim is 3 1/4 inches wide. The crown is 4 1/4 inches in the front, rising to 4 3/4 inches in the middle and dropping to 4 inches in the back. Color is Khaki. Made in Sri Lanka by Conner Hats.

#C1020 Airflow Lightweight Recycled Hat ......................................... $69
Sizes S (6 3/4 - 6 7/8), M (7 - 7 1/8), L (7 1/4 - 7 3/8), XL (7 1/2 - 7 7/8)
Please state size
Tilley Airflo Hat  The Tilley Airflo Hat, made from 100% recycled nylon with a PFC Free durable water repellent finish will provide lightweight protection from the sun while blocking UV rays and will also repel rain. The 100% polyester mesh incorporated in the crown is a distinctive feature and allows air circulation on the hottest days. The stitched brim is 3½ inches front and back, 2½ at the sides. There are adjustable ties for use on windy days and a Hydrofil® sweatband for comfort. The Velcro closure on the small pocket in the crown means a key, card, or cash can be safely kept with you. The weight is about 4 oz. Machine wash, air dry. UPF rating 50+. Color is Khaki with Olive under-brim. Designed in Canada, made in China by Tilley Endurables.

#4002 Tilley Airflo Hat ....................................................................................................................................................................$95

Sizes 6¾ through 8
Please state size
We suggest one size larger if you prefer a loose fit for hot weather use.

Hemp Hat  Hemp is one of the world’s strongest fibers, so this Tilley Hemp Hat will hold up to your most arduous adventures. There are large, grommeted air vents on each side of the crown. The stitched brim is 2½ inches at the front, 2¼ inches in the back, and 1½ inches on the sides. The crown is 3¼ inches in the front, 4¼ inches at the sides and 4 inches in the back. There are adjustable ties for use in windy weather, and a foam liner in the pocket in the crown to provide extra protection and keep the hat afloat if needed. The Velcro closure on the small pocket in the crown means a key, card, or cash can be safely kept with you. The weight is about 6 oz. UPF rating 50+. Machine wash, reshape then air dry. 100% hemp. Colors are Mocha and Natural. Made in Canada by Tilley Endurables.

#4019 Tilley Hemp Hat ..................................................................................................................................................................$95

Sizes 7 through 7½
Please state size and color
We suggest one size larger if you prefer a loose fit for hot weather use.
Tilley Endurables started in 1980 when Alex Tilley needed a good hat for sailing and couldn’t find one, and decided to make one himself. He spared no effort, sought advice from a milliner, sailmaker and hat maker, and, as he says “got it right”. Only afterwards, when he saw that he had an outstanding hat, did he decide to sell it through stores. The sale of the original hat, and expansion into a range of hats and travel ware, has benefited from Alex Tilley’s imagination and insistence on outstanding quality.

#4022 Waxed Baseball Cap

State size: S/M(7-7¾) or L/XL(7¾-7¾)
and Color: Natural, Navy, Green or British Tan
100% Waxed Cotton from British Millerain with adjustable leather strap and metal hardware.

#4021 Rainproof Bucket Hat

State size: S(7), M(7¼-7½), L(7¾-7½) or XL(7½-7¾)
and Color: Black, or Stone
Designed for rainy climates with seam seal technology and waterproof fabric, this style keeps the wearer dry with rain rolling off the slightly sloped brim.

#4020 Ultralight Sun Shield Cap

State size: S/M(7-7¾) or L/XL(7¾-7¾)
and Color: Mist Blue, Olive or Taupe
96% Recycled Nylon, 4% Elastane. Removable Cape.

#1208 Rogue River Fly Fishing Wallet

6 x 3½ inches (closed)
6 x 8½ inches (open)
Waxed canvas outside
Suede and shearling inside
Can hold up to 20 flies (not included)
Made in USA by Rogue Industries

#3400 Prosperity Hook Pendant

Maori symbol of prosperity, the Hei Matau
Sterling silver, 20" Sterling silver chain
Designed by Jeff McKenzie, made in USA
Ruf Duck®  Ruf Duck Rain Gear is made in the Northwest, where people know rain. Designed by a retired logger, these garments are durable, lightweight and functional, suitable for the toughest outdoor environments. Over the past 20 years, Ruf Duck has developed a following with dairymen, commercial fishermen, and others who need practical rain gear. The fabric is made on the East Coast to Ruf Duck’s specifications. Flame-resistant oxford nylon, 200 denier, was chosen because it is stronger than conventional weaves and lightweight. The nylon fabric is coated with a proprietary polyurethane waterproof film. The waterproofing is on the inside, protected from wear. The seams are double-stitched and reinforced in the back with extra vinyl to prevent leakage through the seams. The design of the garment acts like bellows, circulating out perspiration laden air as you walk and work. The Ruf Duck Rain Gear is 100% waterproof.

Hooded Rain Jacket  The jacket has a snap closure double storm flap, and no pockets or cuffs to catch water or chemicals. The body and sleeves are long to provide plenty of coverage. The roomy attached hood with a storm bill and drawstring can be rolled into the collar and fastened with Velcro when not in use. Back length of a size L is 32½ inches. Machine wash, hang dry. Colors are Green, Blue, Yellow or Black. Polyurethane-coated Nylon. Fabric and garment made in USA.
#RD01 Ruf Duck Hooded Rain Jacket .......... $110
Sizes S (38), M(40/42), L(44), XL(46)
Please state size and color

Rain Overalls and Pants  These overalls have adjustable suspenders, plus an adjustable spreader bar to ensure the straps fit comfortably. There is one 7½ inch square chest pocket, with a velcro-fastened flap. Each suspender strap has a sturdy quick release plastic clasp where the strap length is adjustable. Inseam of a size L is 31 inches. The pants (not shown) have no pockets to catch or collect water, wide legs and a waist that can expand by about 6 inches. Machine wash, hang dry. Colors are Green, Blue, Black or Yellow (RD03 only). Polyurethane-coated Nylon. Fabric and garment made in USA.
#RD03 Ruf Duck Rain Overalls ................................ $108
#RD02 Ruf Duck Rain Pants ......................................... $85
Sizes S(32), M(34), L(36), XL(38)
Please state size and color

Ruf Duck Sizing  Please consider the bulkiest garments you plan to wear under your Ruf Duck rainwear when determining your size. More information on fit is provided online.
Lothlorian Possum/Merino Woolens  Lothlorian is a New Zealand company offering a range of possum/Merino woolens, designed and crafted in their specialized knitting plant located on the outskirts of Auckland. The blended yarn is 40% New Zealand possum fur, 50% Merino wool and 10% nylon to stabilize and strengthen the yarn. The unique soft pointed ends and hollow core of possum fur provide an extremely light, soft and luxurious fiber. State of the art knitting technology is used to create garments with few seams and a natural, comfortable fit with excellent draping characteristics. The resulting woolens are extremely lightweight, warm and elegant. Please check online at davidmorgan.com for our entire selection.

**Possum Gloves**—These gloves are one of our best sellers throughout the year. Versatile, warm and lightweight (less than an ounce for a pair), the gloves can be easily stowed in a pocket or backpack against unexpected cold mornings when travelling or hiking. The gloves have no seams to bind or rub. The ribbed cuff is 1¾ inches. 40% possum fur, 50% Merino wool, 10% nylon. Machine wash cold (gentle cycle), dry flat. Made in New Zealand.

#L9901 Possum Gloves ................................................................. $24
State size; S(7-7½), M(8-8½), L(9-9½), XL(10-10½) Black and Charcoal only and color: Black, Charcoal, Red, Natural or Emerald

The knitted scarf and watch cap are double layered for warmth. The scarf is 7 inches wide by 58 inches long, with a 4 inch fringe at both ends.

#L9905 Possum Scarf ................................................................. $70
#L9903 Possum Beanie .............................................................. $42
One size fits most
State color: Black, Charcoal, Red, Natural or Emerald

**Possum Lace Poncho**  The Lace Poncho is knit in one piece. This allows for a very comfortable, seam-free fit. A stylized fern is knitted into the front and back. The poncho slips over the shoulders and will drop about 24 inches on both the front and back. Ribbed at the hem and collar. One size fits most. Made of 50% Merino wool, 40% Possum fur and 10% nylon. Wash gently in cool water, gentle spin, dry flat. Made in New Zealand.

#L9980 Possum Lace Poncho .......................................................... $90
Please state color: Silver, Natural, Black or Teal.
Prison Blues — Made on the Inside to be worn on the Outside®

Prison Blues was formed by the State of Oregon in 1989 as a way to create jobs for the Oregon Correctional Institution. The factory, located at the Eastern Oregon Correctional Institution in Pendleton, Oregon, is 47,000 square feet and produces many garments including shirts, jeans and hats. Each inmate must pass a detailed hiring process. They are then trained by managers with private industry experience. By purchasing a Prison Blues garment, you get a quality product made by inmates who take pride in their work. You are also supporting a program that teaches inmates valuable working skills that they need to become contributing members of society.

Yard Coat  This jacket is your perfect utility coat. It’s not meant to look fashionable, it’s meant to get the job done. All stress points are riveted for durability. The coat buttons in the front. The extra long sleeves have buttoned cuffs that can be turned back. There are two chest pockets: one buttons shut and the other is open for convenient carrying of tools, phones or other items. There are also two handwarmer pockets. The back length of a size large is 33 inches. The jacket is unlined. Machine wash warm, tumble dry. The jacket is oversized to allow for initial shrinkage when washed. 14.75 ounce 100% cotton denim. Color is Denim. Made in USA by Prison Blues.

#1132 Yard Coat, Rigid Blue ................................................................. $53
Sizes S (38), M (40/42), L (44), XL (46)
Please state size

Prison Blues in Black  The yard coat and work jeans are also available in a rinsed Black denim. Styling is identical to the #1132 Yard Coat (above) and the #1131 Jeans (page 27). Machine wash warm, tumble dry. 13.3 ounce 100% cotton denim. Color is Black. Made in USA.

#1136 Yard Coat, Black ................................................................. $59
Sizes S (38), M (40/42), L (44), XL (46)
Please state size

#1129 Double Knee Work Jeans, Black ............. $49
Waist sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 — Inseams 30, 32, 34
Please state waist size and inseam

Please note: Prison Blues jackets are sized generously. In-between sizes should order the next size down.
**Double Knee Work Jeans**  These jeans will withstand hard use. The front is reinforced with an extra layer of fabric that runs over the knee. The seven pockets are riveted and the belt loops are wide enough to hold a utility belt up to 2¼ inches in width. The right leg has a hammer pocket and a nail pocket. The back pockets are deep and wide. Suspenders buttons. Machine wash warm, tumble dry. Allow 2-3% initial shrinkage when washed. 14.75 ounce 100% cotton denim. Color is Denim. Made in USA.

#1131 Double Knee Work Jeans ............................................................... $47

Waist sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42
Inseams 30, 32, 34
Please state waist size and inseam

**Relaxed Fit Jeans**  These jeans by Prison Blues are great for casual wear. The five pockets are riveted and the belt loops are wide enough to hold a utility belt up to 2¼ inches in width. The back pockets are deep and wide. Machine wash warm, tumble dry. Allow 2-3% initial shrinkage when washed. 14.75 ounce 100% cotton denim. Color is Denim. Made in USA.

#1138 Relaxed Fit Jeans ............................................................... $38

Waist sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42
Inseams 30, 32, 34
Please state waist size and inseam

**Work Apron**  Whether hard at work in the shop or at the barbecue, this work apron has you covered. There are three small pockets on the chest and three larger ones at the waist. There is a hammer loop on the side. Every stress point is riveted. The length is 31 inches. One size fits most. Pre-washed, 14.75 ounce 100% cotton denim. Color is Denim. Made in USA by Prison Blues.

#1135 Work Apron ............................................................... $22
Hickory Shirt  Loggers in the Pacific Northwest have an unusually durable shirt for their work, the Hickory Shirt. The material is a tightly woven 100% cotton. It is highly snag resistant, made to withstand the jaggers on the chokers, the small snags of broken wire on the cables used to hold the logs being taken from the forest. This shirt from Prison Blues is made of 100% 8 oz. cotton with all the traditional hickory shirt features. The button front shirt is full cut, with rounded tails. The long sleeves have two-button square cut cuffs. It has two chest pockets with button flaps. The back yoke has a second layer of fabric extending 5 inches down the back. This shoulder reinforcement not only helps fend off jaggers and snags from branches, but provides extra protection from wear on the back for the drivers wheeling the logging trucks in and out of the forest. The back length of a size Large (44) is 33 inches. Color is the traditional narrow white and navy stripes. Made in USA of imported fabric.

#1130 Hickory Shirt ...............................................................................................................................................................................$42
Sizes S (38), M (40/42), L (44), XL (46), XXL (48/50)
Please state size

Fit & Care: The shirts are generously sized, even after the 2-4% expected shrinkage when washed. Machine wash warm (no bleach), tumble dry warm. The shirts are stiff when new but soften with washing and wear.

Zip Hickory Shirts  The Zip Hickory Shirts are a pullover style made of 100%, 8 oz. cotton with all the traditional hickory shirt features. A brass zipper extends about a third of the way down. The shirts are full cut, with rounded tails, two chest pockets with button flaps and a pencil slot. The long sleeve shirt has two-button square cut cuffs. Back length of a size Large (44) is 33 inches. Color is the traditional narrow white and navy stripes. Made in USA of imported fabric.

#1137 Short Sleeve Zip Hickory Shirt ............................................................................................................. $37
#1141 Long Sleeve Zip Hickory Shirt ............................................................................................................... $42
Sizes S (38), M (40/42), L (44), XL (46), XXL (48/50)
Please state size
Western Vest  This vest provides a layer of warmth, but has more flexibility than our Prison Blues jackets. There are two chest pockets that button shut. All buttons are brass. There are two handwarmer pockets. Most seams are reinforced with double-stitching for durability. The vest is unlined. Adjustable side tabs at the waist, button front. The back length of a size large is 25 inches. Machine wash warm, tumble dry. Pre-washed, 14.75 ounce 100% cotton denim. Color is Denim. Made in USA by Prison Blues.

#1134 Western Vest .......................................................... $41
Sizes S (38), M (40/42), L (44), XL (46), XXL (48/50)
Please state size

Western Jacket  Made of 100% cotton this jacket is tough stuff. Prison Blues says “We dare you to wear it out!” Most seams are reinforced with double-stitching. The coat buttons in the front and has buttoned pockets and cuffs. There are also two handwarmer pockets and two inside pockets. The back length of a size large is 25½ inches. The jacket is unlined. Machine wash warm, tumble dry. The jacket is slightly oversized to allow for initial shrinkage when washed. 14.75 ounce 100% cotton denim. Color is Denim. Made in USA by Prison Blues.

#1133 Western Jacket .................................................. $56
Sizes S (38), M (40/42), L (44), XL (46)
Please state size

More Workwear Online
We offer more workwear online, including long underwear from Stanfield’s. The 80/20 top is known in Canada as the “Island Tuxedo”, a versatile garment favored by fishermen and loggers. In addition to being worn as underwear, the 80/20 top is a popular choice as a work sweater. The top features inset shoulders, a three button closure and ribbed cuffs and a hood stitched to the collar, with a drawstring to close around your face in cold weather. Back length of a size L(42/44) is 31 inches, longer than most sweaters, giving good protection over the hips. 80% wool, 20% nylon. Color is a gray mix. Made in Canada by Stanfield’s.

#1329 Wool Placket Shirt with Hood ........................................ $110
Sizes S(34/36), M(38/40), L(42/44), XL(46/48)
Please state size
The details make J.B. Field’s socks exceptional. The Super Wool Hiker GX sock is shown turned inside out to give you an inside peek. All J.B. Field’s socks also feature ProtectGuard®, an anti-microbial/anti-odor treatment and Air-vent System® for natural removal of heat and moisture.

Super Wool Hiker GX  This is an all-season Merino wool hiking sock, and a reliable general purpose sock. It is a technical sock, fully designed to keep your feet comfortable - the right yarn in the right place, with the right knit as shown above. The sock is 74% Superwash Merino wool, 20% nylon and 6% spandex. The inside of the sock is 100% soft long-staple Merino wool, the very best for comfort. The sock is available in two lengths: 10 inches (Gray or Black) and 6 inches (Gray only). Machine wash, tumble dry. Made in Canada by J.B. Fields.

#2673 Super Wool Hiker GX Sock ................................................................. $13
#2673-3PR Super Wool Hiker GX Sock, 3 pair (all one size/color) $35
  Please state size M(4-8), L(8-12), XL(12-16) and color

#2681 Hiker GX 1/4 Sock, Gray ................................................................. $11
#2681-3PR Super Wool Hiker GX Sock, Gray, 3 pair (all one size) $29
  Please state size M(4-8), L(8-12), XL(12-16)

Power Trekker Sock  This midweight sock in a blend of Merino wool and cotton is suitable for year-round wear and fits most running shoes and boots. The technical sock has all the features of the Hiker GX socks, with a softer feel. The sock is 45% Superwash Merino wool, 40% combed cotton and 15% nylon. The sock length is 10 inches. Colors are Navy or Taupe. Machine wash, tumble dry. Made in Canada by J.B. Fields.

#2682 Power Trekker Sock ................................................................. $12
#2682-3PR Power Trekker Sock, 3 pair (all one size/color) $32
  Please state size M(4-8), L(8-12) and color
J.B. Field’s® was founded in 1877 to make socks for the Canadian logging industry. As with several old-line Canadian companies, they prospered supplying the Hudson’s Bay Company with reliable, practical products, suited to the demanding conditions of Canada’s extractive industries: logging, fishing, mining and farming. Today they are in the forefront in modern sock manufacture.

Sock Sizing  J.B. Field’s wool socks and Arriva socks are made to stretch and adapt readily. If you are at the top of the range for a size, and your foot is wide, take the next size up. If you are at the bottom of the range for a size, and your foot is narrow, take the next size down.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Men’s Shoe Size</th>
<th>Women’s Shoe Size</th>
<th>Numerical Sock Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>9-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>8-12</td>
<td>9-13</td>
<td>10-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>12-16</td>
<td></td>
<td>13-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#2685 Summer Hiker No-Show Sock... $11
#2685-3PR 3 pair (all one size/color)... $29
One Size Fits Most — Color Black
70% Merino wool, 26% nylon, 5% spandex
Sock length is 3 inches
Machine wash, tumble dry
Made in Canada by J.B. Field’s
This all-purpose technical sock will keep your feet happy in the summer heat. Perfect for trail runs, the mesh top makes the sock lightweight and breathable.

#2686 Cotton Weekender Sock......... $8
#2686-3PR 3 pair (all one size/color)... $21
Sizes M(4-8), L(8-12), XL(12-16)
Colors Charcoal, Navy
96% Organic cotton, GOTS certified
4% nylon heel and toe reinforcement
Sock length is 10 inches
Machine wash, tumble dry
Made in Canada by J.B. Field’s
An everyday all purpose sock made from organic cotton.
Baby Moccasins  These moccasins are just plain cute. The soft and supple deerskin leather is ideal for your baby's delicate feet. Each moccasin is lined around the ankle with soft flannel, leaving the footbed unlined. They tie shut and are stitched with elastic around the ankle to fit snugly. The sole bottom is deerskin suede. Colors are Cheetah (Brown Deerskin with Cheetah Print Lining) or Red (Red Deerskin with Dalmation Print Lining). Made of 100% deerskin and partially lined with cotton flannel. Made in USA.

#3027 Baby Moccasin ........................................................................................................................................................................ $43

Moccasin sizes S (4” sole), M (5¼”), L (6”), XL (6¾”)
Please state size and color

Pandemic Problems — Moccasins  Our bison leather moccasins, a customer favorite for years, are handmade just south of us in Centralia, Washington by Geier Glove. Geier's manufacturing has been impacted by the pandemic in several ways, in particular by very limited supply of the bison leather from which the moccasins are made. We are taking back orders but the demand for these USA made moccasins is so far ahead of supply that we may not be able to ship until well in to 2022. Please call or visit us online to order or check current availability.

Possum Trekking Socks  Designed for hiking, the foot of these trekking socks is cushioned with a terry knit. The ribbed cuff is 2 inches and additional ribbing extends along the back of the sock for extra comfort when wearing hiking boots. Sock length is 9 inches. Color is Denim. 40% possum fur, 50% Merino wool and 10% nylon. Made in New Zealand.

#L9920 Possum Trekking Socks ........................................................................ $42

State size: S (Men's shoe size 3½ - 5½), M (6 - 8½), L (9 - 11½) or XL (12-14)

Possum House Socks  These possum house socks are soft and thick, perfect for keeping your feet warm on cold evenings. The non-slip grips are shaped in the korus design. Koru is the Maori word for the new unfurling fern frond and symbolizes new life, regeneration and growth. Sock length is 6 inches. 40% possum fur, 50% Merino wool and 10% nylon. Made in New Zealand.

#L9933 Possum House Socks ......................................................................... $60

State size: S (Men's shoe size 3½ - 5½), M (6 - 8½) or L (9 - 11½) and color: Natural, Charcoal or Red
Geier Glove Company has been making driving and work gloves here in the state of Washington for over 90 years. Their leather gloves are known throughout the West for quality in fit and wear. The Geier gloves we offer are made in the Gunn pattern. The seams along the fingers are at the back to provide longer wear, leaving a smooth surface where the fingers apply stress. There is a seam on the inside at the base of the two central fingers. Except on the lightweight gloves, welts are used on the seams of the thumb and base of fingers to protect the seams from wear. The thumb is the stick-out or wing pattern, for easy thumb movement. Full-grain deer, goat, kangaroo, bison and elkskins are used. Some natural irregularities may be found, but any imperfections lowering the wearing qualities are avoided in cutting out the leather.

Kangaroo Leather Gloves Kangaroo leather is strong, dense, wears well and does not stiffen after being wet. It is available as a very thin leather, which will protect the skin with minimal loss of touch. Kangaroo has over three times the abrasion resistance and the tear strength of deerskin. These gloves are made of a thin kangaroo, supple and long wearing and are suggested for when you want the finest in supple driving, riding or work gloves. We offer the kangaroo gloves in two patterns: a slip-on driving or semi-dress glove and a roper glove with elastic back and palm patch. Unlined. Colors are Gold, Black or Chocolate. Made in USA.

#510 Kangaroo Leather Driving Glove ........................................ $88
Sizes 6 1/2 - 12 by half size (no size 11 1/2)

#519 Kangaroo Leather Roper Glove .................................... $89
Sizes 7 1/2 - 12 by half size (no size 11 1/2)
Please state size and color

Deerskin Leather Gloves Geier’s Driving and Roper gloves are also available in deerskin. The deerskin, while not as thin or as abrasion resistant as kangaroo leather, provide comfortable protection while still retaining sense of touch. Unlined. Colors are Black, Brown or Gold. Made in USA.

#501 Deerskin Driving Glove .................................................. $59
Sizes 6 1/2 through 12 by half sizes (no size 11 1/2)

#502 Deerskin Roper Glove ................................................... $60
Sizes 7 1/2 through 12 by half sizes (no size 11 1/2)
Please state size and color
### Bison Leather Gauntlet
These gauntlets are a heavy (4-5 ounce leather) gauntlet for demanding use. They are suggested as motorcycle gauntlets, and for other uses where the wrists need protecting. 4½ inch cuff. Unlined. Colors are Gold or Black. Made in USA by Geier Glove.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#523 Bison Leather Gauntlet</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sizes 7½ through 12 by half sizes (no size 11½)
Please state size and color

### Western Fringed Gauntlet
These are the classic fringed deerskin gauntlets of the West, an enduring favorite since the days when they were obtained by trading with the Indians. The four inch cuff bridges the gap between glove and sleeve, keeping out the cold or snow. Full six inch fringe. Deerskin leather. Unlined. Colors are Natural or Black. Made in USA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#506 Western Fringed Gauntlet</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sizes 6½ - 12 by half size (no size 11½)

### Deerskin Wool Lined Glove
This Merino Wool lined glove is our choice for a warm winter glove. It has a knitted Merino Wool glove inside a medium weight deerskin leather glove. The lining is 100% virgin Merino wool. The glove has an elastic back. We suggest a full size larger than your normal size for best comfort and warmth. Colors are Black, Brown, Gold or Saddle Tan. Made in USA by Geier Glove.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#524 Deerskin Wool Lined Glove</td>
<td>$92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sizes 8 - 12 by half size (no size 11½)
Please state size and color
#509 Elkskin Roper Glove $62
Sizes 7½ - 12 by half size (no size 11½).
Color Gold
Medium weight elkskin leather in a roper glove style. Unlined.

#511 Heavy Duty Bison Work Glove $72
Sizes 8 - 12 by half size (no size 11½), Color Gold
These gloves won’t win a beauty prize but are hard to beat for comfort and protection under demanding conditions. Unlined.

#505 Goatskin Roper Glove $56
Sizes 7½ - 12 by half size (no size 11½)
Color Natural
Grade A USA goatskin gloves provide protection when working with oil or diesel fuel.

#512 Goatskin Work Glove $60
Sizes 8 - 12 by half size (no size 11½).
Color Gold
Goatskin is a closed cell leather, ideal when working with oil or diesel fuel. Unlined.

#517 Elkskin Motorcycle Glove $62
Sizes 7½ - 12 by half size (no size 11½)
Colors Gold, Black
The medium weight elkskin leather gives great protection. Snap back closure. Unlined.

Your glove size is the measurement in inches around the palm of your hand. If you are right-handed, measure your right hand. If you are left-handed, measure your left hand.

Are leather gloves waterproof? No. Leather is naturally water-resistant but not waterproof. Leather dressing such as Pecard (page 55) will increase the water-resistance.
Welch Suspenders  The Welch Company has been manufacturing suspenders in Portland, Oregon, since 1967. Their suspenders are recognized for quality and reliability. Traditionally, in the Northwest, anyone showing up to join a logging crew wearing a belt instead of suspenders was sent home as too green to work with the crew. We offer a selection of Welch suspenders to suit a variety of needs. The elastic in each suspender is the best of its type, and each is selected for stretch and wear characteristics to suit the specific style of suspender. All Welch suspenders are made in the USA.

Ends  Leather ends are flat and riveted to swivel so they may fit well. The leather used is the same oil-tanned leather used in the uppers of the best logging and work boots of the Northwest. It is strong, durable, and supple, allowing easy attachment to buttons. The oversized gator clip is firm and reliable, nickel plated to withstand the weather.

Suspender Sizing  Suspender length is measured from the suspender buttons or clip ends on the front over the shoulder to that on the back on the opposite side.  The Regular (46") suspenders adjust from 46 inches to about 38 inches, and generally fit people under 6 feet tall. The Extra Long (54") suspenders adjust from 54 inches to about 42 inches. Those under 6 feet tall may prefer the Extra Long suspenders if they have a larger girth or wish to keep the adjustment clasp up relatively high on their torso.

X or Y  The choice between "Y" Back or "X" Back suspenders is primarily a matter of personal preference. The same suspender button spacing is used for both styles, so the two styles can be used interchangeably. Some folks feel the "Y" Back style is more comfortable if you are engaged in heavy physical activity which involves sideways movement of the torso, such as swinging a scythe. However, in most circumstances there is little difference in functionality between the "X" Back and "Y" Back suspenders.

Work Suspenders  These heavy duty work suspenders will provide reliable support and comfort throughout the day. The webbing is premium polyester elastic. The "Y" Back Suspenders have a leather cross patch reinforcing the critical wear-zone at the webbing intersection. 2 inches wide. Made in USA.

#1167 Work Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends .................................................. $28
#1167A Work Suspenders, Gator Clip Ends .................................................. $28
#1167Y Work "Y" Back Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends ............................. $28

State Color: Red, Black, Tan or Green and Size: Regular (46") or Extra Long (54")

David Morgan
Tuff Stuff Suspenders  These extra-heavy duty suspenders are made from Tuff Stuff, a heavy duty polyester elastic webbing with low elasticity that provides durable and dependable support. Gator clip ends or flat leather ends. The “Y” Back Suspenders have a leather cross patch reinforcing the critical wear-zone at the webbing intersection. 2 inches wide. Color is Black with Red Stripes. Made in USA.

#1168Y “Y” Back Tuff Stuff Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends ... $28
#1168A Tuff Stuff Suspenders, Gator Clip Ends .................... $28
#1168 Tuff Stuff Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends ................. $28

State Size: Regular (46”) or Extra Long (54”)

Welch Basic Suspenders  These basic suspenders are 1½ inches wide with flat leather ends or Gator clip ends. The webbing is a premium polyester elastic webbing with medium elasticity that will provide dependable support, an excellent choice for casual use. The “Y” Back Suspenders have a leather cross patch reinforcing the critical wear-zone at the webbing intersection. Made in USA.

#1166 Basic Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends ....................... $25
#1166A Basic Suspenders, Gator Clip Ends ...................... $25
#1166Y Basic “Y” Back Suspenders, Flat Leather Ends ...... $25

State Color: Black, Red, Navy or Tan
and Size: Regular (46”) or Extra Long (54”)

Trucker Suspenders  These trucker suspenders are not just for truckers, but for anyone who dislikes the irritation of a stiff belt or suspenders rubbing against the seat while driving, or against a chair back. The straps go around the shoulders and attach at the front. They hold your trousers up securely at all times, when you are working or walking, as well as when sitting. Made from premium polyester elastic webbing, these are heavy duty suspenders that will provide reliable support and comfort throughout the day. A leather cross patch reinforces the critical wear-zone at the webbing intersection. 2 inches wide. Gator clip ends. Made in USA.

#1179A HopSack Trucker Suspenders.............................. $33

State Color: Red, Black, Tan or Green
and Size: Regular (42”) or Extra Long (50”)

Logger Buttons  Sometimes known as bachelor buttons, these all metal logger buttons are attached with a tack, to be hammered in place. If your pants do not have suspender buttons these are easily attached, and have no threads to wear. 8 per pack.

#1164 Logger Buttons .................................................. $6
Adori Wallets  Adori Leathergoods is an Australian manufacturer with a long tradition of designing and manufacturing unique Australian leathergoods. Their well deserved reputation for quality is demonstrated in these wallets. From the fine leathers used to the careful stitching and turned edges, these wallets will provide years of use and enjoyment.

Eight Pocket Wallet  Each side of this wallet has four credit card slots, with a pocket beneath for additional items. An identity window flap is attached to one side. The wallet has a full length divided bill compartment. Closed size is 3¾ inches by 4½ inches. Kangaroo leather. Colors are Black or Brown. Made in Australia.

#AW2094 Eight Pocket Wallet .......... $80
Please state color

Six Pocket Wallet  This wallet features a gusseted coin purse with snap closure on one side. The wallet has four card slots on one side, two card slots behind the coin purse, two center opening pockets and a full length divided bill compartment. Closed size is 3¾ inches by 4½ inches. Kangaroo leather. Colors are Black or Tan. Made in Australia.

#AW2096 Six Pocket Wallet .......... $85
Please state color

Note:  We include 2 sample RFID credit card sleeves (page 41) with our wallets that do not have integral RFID protection, including the Adori wallets and crocodile wallet (page 43).

Hipster Wallet  This wallet has four credit card slots on one side and an identity window with three credit card slots on the other. There are two side pockets beneath the card slots on both sides. The identity window may also be used to hold a photograph. The wallet has a full length divided bill compartment. Closed size is 3½ inches by 4½ inches. Kangaroo leather. Colors are Black, Brown, Tan or Black (exterior)/Brown (interior). Made in Australia.

#AW3165 Hipster Wallet .................................................. $85
Please state color
Kangaroo Leather  Kangaroo leather is strong, dense and wears well. It is available as a very thin leather, which makes it ideal for wallets. The kangaroo leather used in the linings of the Adori wallets has a natural smooth finish. The leather used for the outside of the kangaroo wallets has been lightly embossed to add texture.

Ten Pocket Wallet  This wallet has an identity window on one side, four card slots on the other side and two center opening pockets. An interior flap has three additional card slots on each side. The wallet has a full length divided bill compartment. Closed size is 3¾ inches by 4½ inches. Kangaroo leather. Colors are Black, Tan or Brown. Made in Australia.

#AW2095 Ten Pocket Wallet .......................................................... $85

Please state color

Trifold Wallet  This trifold wallet has an identity window on the outside so you don’t need to open your wallet every time you show your ID. One inside section has a coin pouch that zips shut. There are two card slots on the other section and a single card slot on the center section. Full length bill compartment. The trifold snaps shut for security. Closed size is 4½ inches by 3¼ inches. Kangaroo leather. Color is Black. Made in Australia.

#AW3189 Trifold Wallet .............................................................. $85

Weekend Wallet  This weekend wallet by Adori has two slots for the most critical items while traveling. There is a windowed slot for a driver’s license and another slot for one or two credit cards and some cash. Lined. The size is 4 inches long and 2¾ inches wide. Kangaroo leather. Color is Black. Made in Australia.

#AW3207 Weekend Wallet .......................................................... $35
Rogue Industries  Rogue Industries, a family owned company, developed their own front pocket wallet when they were unable to find one that suited. We are pleased to offer a selection of these leather wallets, made in Maine.

Ballglove Leather Wallet with RFID Protection  The perfect gift for baseball lovers, this wallet is made from the same leather as used in baseball gloves. The Rogue Wallet, made in New England with Yankee craftsmanship, is the ultimate protection against theft — both physical and digital. The wallet is curved so that it easily slides into your front pocket. The RFID WalletGuard material is stitched directly into the wallet lining so that your credit and debit cards cannot be scanned. The size is 5 inches long and 3⅜ inches wide, with one side curved. There is an identity window on one side, slots for three cards on the other, with a stash pocket under the slots for other cards or papers. There is a full size bill compartment. Baseball Glove Leather from Horween Tannery in Chicago, Illinois. Color is Ballglove Yellow. Made in USA.

#1217 Ballglove Leather Wallet with RFID Protection ......................... $50

Bison Wallet with RFID Protection  This Rogue Wallet has the same features as the Ballglove Leather Wallet. It is made from bison leather (outside), top-grain cowhide leather (inside). Made in USA.

#1212 Bison Wallet with RFID Protection .................. $60

Salmon Wallet with RFID Protection  This unusual wallet is made from salmon leather. Salmon leather is very strong and is similar in feel to snakeskin, but with a softer, suede-like finish. The front pocket wallet design is identical to the #1212 Bison Wallet, with WalletGuard RFID protection. Color is Brown. Salmon leather (outside), top-grain cowhide leather (inside). Made in USA.

#1211 Salmon Wallet with RFID Protection ......................... $55
RFID Protection Sleeves  Rogue Industries uses a patented three-layer material to provide RFID protection against digital theft of contactless and RFID enabled credit and ID cards. The WalletGuard material is laboratory tested and FIPS 201 approved for security. Although very thin, the metal layer makes this material more than 200% stronger than paper. These sleeves can be used with wallets that do not have integral RFID protection. The credit card sleeve is 3.4 x 2.3 inches, large enough to hold two cards. It fits in most larger credit card slots. Made in USA.

Note: We include 2 sample RFID credit card sleeves with our wallets that do not have integral RFID protection, including the Spartan wallet, Heritage wallet and our crocodile wallet.

#1216 Bulk Pack (8 credit card sleeves, 2 passport sleeves) .................. $10
Please state design — Gold Vault or Poppy
Crocodilians  The effort to save the crocodilians is the outstanding success story of the world’s wildlife conservation movement. Of the 23 species all but a few are in good numbers in their native ranges, many with large farming operations providing skins and meat while helping to protect and expand wild populations. Effective programs are in place ensuring the survival of those still considered to be in a less satisfactory state. For information on this subject, and the state of individual species, we suggest the following website: http://www.crocodilian.com.

Hornback Crocodile Belt   These belts are made from the back strap or central back portion of the saltwater crocodile skin. The leather in this section is bone free in the saltwater crocodile, unlike that of other crocodilians, so the leather quality is uncompromised. The raised scutes give a three-dimensional quality, accentuated by the tanning and dyeing process. Each belt shows a gradation in the scutes from neck to tail, since each is made without joins from a single skin. The belt is well finished with a cowhide backing, suitable for casual wear. The buckle is attached with Chicago screws. The solid brass (Brown belt) or nickel plated zinc (Black belt) buckle can be detached so you may use your favorite buckle. These hand cut belts vary in width from 1¼ to 1½ inches wide. Crocodile leather keeper. Colors are Black or Dark Brown. Made in Australia from farm raised saltwater crocodiles.

#901 Hornback Crocodile Belt ............................................................................................................. $280
Belt sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color

Note on belt size: The Hornback Crocodile Belts allow about +/- 1 inch adjustment, ½ inch less allowance than our American belts. Order the next size up if your belts normally run tight.

International customers please note:  Due to the strict US import and export regulations, we are only able to ship kangaroo and crocodile leather products outside the US by adhering to the US Fish and Wildlife Service export inspection procedures. We charge $100 for this service which includes preparing all paperwork and shipping to the US Fish & Wildlife Service for their $93 inspection, and the paperwork and packaging for the Service to ship on to the customer. Please check online or email us for further information if you are interested in this service.
Crocodile ID Wallet  These genuine crocodile leather wallets are crafted from the belly skins of salt water crocodiles, farm raised in Australia’s tropical north. Lined with kangaroo leather they are not only handsome but long wearing. The wallet has a full length divided bill compartment, 8 credit card pockets, two center opening pockets (beneath the credit card slots) and a fold out flap with an identity window and card slot. Each wallet is unique, showing the natural variation in the crocodile leather grain. The closed size is 4½ by 3¼ inches. Farm raised crocodile leather and kangaroo leather. Made in Australia.

#899 Crocodile ID Wallet ........................................................................................................................................ $340

Please state color: Black or Brown

Note: We include 2 sample RFID credit card sleeves with our wallets that do not have integral RFID protection, including the Spartan wallet, Heritage wallet and our crocodile wallet.

Crocodile Wristbands  These handsome leather wristbands are cut from the backs of farm-raised saltwater crocodiles. They attach to the wrist or arm with a simple leather cord and are available with or without teeth. The width can vary from ½ to approximately 1 inch. The length of the medium is approximately 7¼ to 7½ inches and the length of the large is approximately 8¼ to 8½ inches. Colors are Brown or Black. Made in Australia.

Each wristband is unique. The size of the individual skutes determines both the width of the wristband and the number of crocodile teeth (3 or 4) attached.

#905 Crocodile Wristband ...............................................................$18
#906 Crocodile Wristband with Teeth ........................................ $27

Please state size (Medium or Large) and color
Leather Drop Earrings  These braided leather earrings are light and very fine. Two 4-plait cords, each with a diameter of just ¼ inch, are held together at the top with a sterling silver fastener. A sterling silver ring encloses the cords at the bottom. Sterling silver fishhooks. The earrings are one inch long and ⅜ inch wide. The leather is vegetable tanned cowhide. Colors are Black or Saddle Tan. Handcrafted in the USA by Cordon y Cuero. Shown full size.

#1194 Leather Drop Earrings ............................................... $150

Please state color

Leather Wristwear  These bracelets, available in two sizes, are a product of true southwestern craftsmanship, braided from 4 and 8 strands of leather. The bracelets fasten with a sterling silver lobster claw clasp. Handcrafted in the USA by Cordon y Cuero.

#1191 Four Strand Leather Bracelet ........................................ $80
#1192 Eight Strand Leather Bracelet ......................................... $110

Please state size (Medium or Large) and color

Bracelet Size  We offer the Cordon y Cuero bracelets in two sizes. Medium generally fits women. Large generally fits men.

Leather Spiral Cuff Bracelet  This spiral-cuffed bracelet is an elegant alternative to traditional bracelets. Eight strands of leather are braided around polyurethane coated spring steel. The diameter is about ⅜ inch. Each end is fitted with stylized and antiqued sterling silver caps. The bracelets will expand to easily fit most wrists. The leather is vegetable tanned cowhide. Colors are Black or Multi-Brown. Handcrafted in the USA by Cordon y Cuero.

#1188 Spiral Cuff Bracelet .................................................. $200

Please state size (Medium or Large) and color

Cordon y Cuero  Cordon y Cuero was founded and operated for years by the husband/wife team of Larry and Jaya Knapp. Larry and Jaya spent time in Ibeza, Spain in the 1970’s where they learnt the skills of leather craftsmanship. The Knapps returned to the US, locating in Taos, New Mexico where they continued to produce sophisticated leatherwork. Their daughter, Anyma, is now taking over operation of the company, continuing to produce fine leatherwork.
**Wool Fat Soap**  
Mitchell’s Original Wool Fat Soap is made from the natural lanolin extracted from the fleece of sheep. The lanolin keeps the sheep dry, and is responsible for the soft skin on the hands of shearers and wool-classers, despite the arduous work of shearing sheep or sorting wool. The soap contains no strong synthetic scents or coloring agents and is gentle to the skin. If you have problems with soaps made from animal body fat with additives, we suggest you try Mitchell’s Wool Fat Soap with its soothing lanolin. This fine soap is still made to the formula developed in the early 1900’s in Bradford, the center for the English wool fleece industry. It is offered in a gift pack of three large 5.29 oz. (150 g) bars.

#2881 Wool Fat Soap Gift Pack ...................................................................................................................................... $30

**Liquid Wool Fat Soap**  
Mitchell’s Original Wool Fat Soap is also available as a liquid soap. One bottle is 300ml or 10 fluid ounces. Made in England.

#2884 Liquid Wool Fat Soap ............................................................................................................................................... $17

**Wool Fat Shampoo**  
Like Mitchell’s Original Wool Fat Soap, this shampoo contains natural lanolin extracted from the fleece of sheep. The lanolin keeps the sheep dry, and is responsible for the soft skin on the hands of shearers and wool-classers, despite the arduous work of shearing sheep or sorting wool. The same lanolin will keep your hair soft and manageable. 5 fl oz. Made in England.

#2882 Wool Fat Shampoo ................................................................................................................................................ $11

#2882-3BT Wool Fat Shampoo, 3 Bottles ................................................................................................................. $29

**Possum Blanket**  
This lightweight, warm blanket is knitted from a blended yarn of 40% possum fur, 50% Merino wool and 10% nylon. The blanket is a generous 180 cm x 140 cm (55x70 inches) yet weighs less than 20 ounces. Color is Black/Natural. Machine wash cold (gentle cycle), dry flat. Made in New Zealand.

#L9998 Possum Blanket.................................................. $290
FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE IN ORDERING —

Orders can be placed online at davidmorgan.com, by telephone, mail, fax or in person at our retail store. We are available to personally assist you during our normal working hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, Pacific Time and Saturdays November 1 through December 24. Our toll-free number is 1-800-324-4934, fax is (425) 486-0224. Our email is catalog@davidmorgan.com.

Payment: Payment can be by MasterCard, Visa, American Express, Discover, check or money order (in US funds).

Sales Tax: Purchases delivered within the State of Washington must include State Sales Tax of 10.1%.

Handling Charge: There is a handling charge of $9.00 on all orders. This charge covers standard delivery within the United States, and standard delivery on your first exchange (if needed.)

Shipping: We ship promptly, usually within one business day of receiving your order. If an item is temporarily out of stock, we will inform you of the expected delay. Most orders are delivered within 3 to 5 business days of us receiving your order.

Expedited, International and Gift Orders: Please order online or call us for more information.

Returning Merchandise: If you wish to return any merchandise for exchange or refund, please complete the form on the reverse side of your original packing slip. State the reason for the return and let us know if you wish to obtain items in exchange. Ship either by UPS (ground) or USPS to David Morgan, 11812 North Creek Pky N, Suite 103, Bothell, WA 98011. Refunds for returns and exchanges will be made by credit card credit or check, depending upon the original method of payment.

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION: We stand behind our goods. Any item found unsatisfactory on inspection should be returned in unused condition within 90 days with all tags for replacement or full refund of product price. Special orders and books may be returned only if defective or not as specified.

Visit Our Retail Store!

We are open 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Saturdays
November 1 through December 24

Seattle city center is about 25 minutes by way of the Evergreen Point Floating Toll Bridge (520).

The Seattle-Tacoma Airport is about 35 minutes by way of I-405.

For detailed driving directions please call us at (425) 485-2132 or check our online map and directions at davidmorgan.com
Bridle Leather Belts
These belts are made in one of the finest leathers known, top quality curried bridle leather. Only the prime back section of the hide is used, and all belts are cut lengthwise, the direction of greatest strength in the hide. The natural top grain is used, with its normal variation in texture and patterning. The belts are bench made, with full attention to detail. Edges are rounded, polished and finished with a line inside the edge. The end keeper is formed and sewn. We offer the belts without a buckle, in case you already own a favorite buckle, or wish to purchase one of our fine buckles. The buckle end uses snaps for easy attachment of a buckle. Colors are Black or Brown, a rich brown with a touch of red. Hand crafted in the USA. by Danny Whitaker.

#801 Bridle Leather Belt, no buckle, 1 inch ................................................ $85
#802 Bridle Leather Belt, no buckle, 1¼ inch .............................................. $90
#803 Bridle Leather Belt, no buckle, 1½ inch ............................................... $95

Belt sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color

Natural Bridle Leather Belt
This is a leather work belt that won’t fail. The full grain bridle leather is waxed, rather than dyed and waxed, to maintain the maximum leather strength. With this exceptional strength, and the added benefit of no dyes to rub off, this belt will stand up to years of heavy use as a work belt, tool belt or your favorite casual belt. The natural irregularities and variations in texture and color make each belt unique. Edges are rounded, polished and finished with a line along the edge. 1½ inches wide. The end keeper is formed and sewn. The natural color will darken slightly with exposure to sunlight. Hand crafted in the USA.

#805 Natural Bridle Leather Belt, no buckle, 1½ inch ..................................... $97

Belt sizes 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size

Belt Size depends on your girth and the buckle you intend using with the belt. Measure a belt you are currently using from the buckle end of the belt leather to the hole in use. Round to the nearest ½ inch, then determine your belt size from the following chart. Our belts allow about +/- 1½ inches adjustment in size. If you are between sizes, order the next size up. If you are planning on using a very large buckle, you may need the next belt size down.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belt Size</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>42</th>
<th>44</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belt Measurement (inches)</td>
<td>28½-30</td>
<td>30½-32</td>
<td>32½-34</td>
<td>34½-36</td>
<td>36½-38</td>
<td>38½-40</td>
<td>40½-42</td>
<td>42½-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girth at Belt</td>
<td>28-29</td>
<td>30-31</td>
<td>32-33</td>
<td>34-35</td>
<td>36-37</td>
<td>38-39</td>
<td>40-41</td>
<td>42-43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Belt Buckles**  We sell our bridle leather belts without buckles, in case you already own a favorite buckle or wish to purchase one of ours. Our buckles are easily attached to the belts by snaps, as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buckle Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Fits Belt Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#801BUCK</td>
<td>$6</td>
<td>Buckle</td>
<td>1½ x 1½&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot; belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#802BUCK</td>
<td>$7</td>
<td>Buckle</td>
<td>1¾ x 1¾&quot;</td>
<td>1¼&quot; belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#803BUCK</td>
<td>$8</td>
<td>Buckle</td>
<td>2 x 2¼&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot; belts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Brass Buckles**  These brass harness buckles with stainless steel tongues and brass rollers have been chosen to reflect the strength of our bridle leather belts. Made in USA.

**Wolf Buckle**  This die stamped sterling silver buckle depicts the wolf with flaring nostrils. In Indian lore the wolf is associated with the special spirit power that a hunter must acquire to be successful. The buckle is designed by Dale Faulstich, a non-Indian with close ties to the Jamestown S’Klallam Indians of the Olympic Peninsula. Made in USA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buckle Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Fits Belt Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#N85117-M</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>Wolf Buckle, Sterling silver, Medium</td>
<td>2¼ x 1¾&quot;</td>
<td>1&quot; belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N85117-L</td>
<td>$320</td>
<td>Wolf Buckle, Sterling silver, Large</td>
<td>3¼ x 2&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot; belts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chacon Buckles**  Elegant and simple, these buckles will complement any belt. Sterling silver, hand finished. Made in USA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buckle Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Fits Belt Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#3013</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>Hammered Silver Buckle</td>
<td>2½ x 2½&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot; belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3011</td>
<td>$220</td>
<td>Chacon Buckle, Medium</td>
<td>1¾ x 1¾&quot;</td>
<td>1¼&quot; belts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3012</td>
<td>$280</td>
<td>Chacon Buckle, Large</td>
<td>2 x 2¼&quot;</td>
<td>1½&quot; belts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our Celtic Knot Belt Buckle is Back! This buckle, designed by our own David Morgan, was our most popular buckle for many years. In 2017 the company who cast these buckles for us closed their doors. Just this winter we learned that Rick Geib at Fluidbronze, who casts our Wildlife in Bronze jewelry, had increased his casting capabilities and could cast these buckles for us. We are delighted.

These belt buckles are cast in bronze or solid sterling silver (not shown) using the “lost wax” investment casting method. Each buckle made in this age-old jeweler’s technique must first be made in wax. The wax buckle is then “invested” or covered with a plaster of paris slurry and allowed to dry. It is then placed in a computer controlled electric kiln that slowly ramps up the temperature, eventually reaching 1500 degrees Fahrenheit for several hours before dropping back to 900 degrees. This process takes about 22 hours. During this process, all the wax in the plaster mold is burned out or “lost”, the result is a cavity into which the molten metal is poured in. The 900 degree plaster mold is placed in a vacuum chamber and a powerful pump draws a vacuum on the hot plaster mold as the metal is poured in. This vacuum process creates greater detailed castings with a minimum of feeder gates to the piece. After cooling, the buckle casting is broken from the mold. At this point, the casting is black from the oxidation of the molten bronze or sterling silver and must be carefully ground, tooled and polished to achieve the final gleaming finish. The final finishing and tooling marks reflect the individuality of each buckle and attests to the craftsmanship involved in its unique creation.

**Celtic Knot Buckle**  
The Celtic knot on this buckle is done in high relief, an intricate rendering of the endless ribbon of eternity. Fits 1½ inch belts. Available in solid bronze or Sterling silver (not shown). Handcrafted in the USA. Shown 3/4 size.

- #3342-BRZ Celtic Knot Buckle, Bronze .................................................. $75
- #3342-SIL Celtic Knot Buckle, Sterling Silver ........................................ $425

Size 2⅝ x 1⅝" — Fits 1½" belts

**Raven Steals the Sun Buckle**  
This buckle is silversmith Jeff McKenzie’s rendition of the North West Coast legend of the Raven Stealing the Sun. Cast in solid sterling silver, the intricate workmanship shows the raven with the sun in its mouth. The buckle fits 1½ inch belts. Handcrafted in the USA. Shown 3/4 size.

- #570 Raven Steals the Sun Buckle .......... $400

Sterling silver  
Size 2⅜ x 2½" — Fits 1½" belts
Bolo Ties

These distinctive bolo ties, our own production, are hand braided from six strands of kangaroo leather. The neck section is braided flat for comfort. The ties have sterling silver tips and a leather slide. The overall length, from end knot to end knot, not including sterling silver tips, is about 38 inches for the regular Bolo Tie, 42 inches (about 2 inches longer on each side) for the extra long. Colors are Natural Tan or Black. Made in USA.

#865 Bolo Tie, 6 Plait Kangaroo Leather, Sterling Silver Tips .................. $140
#865XL Extra Long Bolo Tie, Sterling Silver Tips ......................................... $150

Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Our distinctive bolo ties are also available in a four plait braid with a selection of sterling silver slides. These hand braided bolo ties have sterling tips. Visit us online at davidmorgan.com for our complete selection.

Bolo Ties

The origin of bolo ties, sometimes known as string ties, dates back to the early days of the West. By the mid 20th century, the bolo tie had become a symbol of the American Southwest, fusing elements of cowboy practicality and Native American art. Popularized across the US through Western television shows and movies, the bolo tie gained global recognition in the 1950s, becoming an iconic fashion statement for the Teddy Boys, whose rebellious, rock and roll attitude swept England. The bolo tie is the official state neckwear of Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.

Raven and the Box of Daylight Bolo Tie

Raven took the sun from the Box of Daylight and put it in the sky to give us light. This portrayal is by Odin Lonning, a Tlingit from Juneau. Sterling silver with nickel attachment. Slide shown full size.

#N967Y Box of Daylight Bolo Tie ................................................................. $235
#N967YXL Extra Long Box of Daylight Bolo Tie ....................................... $245

Sterling slide, sterling tips, 4 plait kangaroo cord
Please state color of cord — Natural Tan or Black

Haida Eagle Bolo Tie

This bolo tie is a classic presentation of the Haida Eagle, one of the most powerful and important symbols in Pacific Northwest Indian art and life. Designed by Barry Herem. Sterling silver with nickel attachment. Slide shown full size.

#N1001 Haida Eagle Bolo Tie ................................................................. $230
#N1001XL Extra Long Haida Eagle Bolo Tie ........................................... $240

Sterling slide, sterling tips, 4 plait kangaroo cord
Please state color of cord — Natural Tan or Black
David Morgan is pleased to offer an extensive selection of braided goods. Our interest in leather braiding arose in the early 1960s from contact with some of the last of the Australian whipmakers trained as apprentices in the Victorian craft of hand braiding. The Australians worked in kangaroo leather, the finest leather available for braiding. Since that time we have offered a selection of braided leather goods, largely in kangaroo hide, and largely in the Australian style of work. Only a few leather craftsmen combine the skills honed by experience with the desire to do exceptional work. Fewer still have access to a market which is sufficiently sophisticated to appreciate the time and effort needed for work of this calibre.

We continue to produce quality braided goods in our leather workshop in Bothell, Washington. Our 450 Series bull whips have acquired fame from their appearances in several movies, including the Indiana Jones movies and the Mask of Zorro. Our complete selection of braided goods can be found online at davidmorgan.com.

Cinch Ring Belt, 1½ Inch  Sixteen strands are used in this one and one-half inch wide belt. The dees are bronze with a matte finish.

#817 Cinch Ring Belt, 1½ inch wide ................................................................. $170

Belt sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color – Natural Tan, Black or Two-tone

Cinch Ring Belt, 1 Inch  Twelve strands of kangaroo leather are braided together for this one inch wide belt. The dees are nickel-plated brass.

#807 Cinch Ring Belt, 1 inch wide ................................................................. $150

Belt sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
Please state belt size and color – Natural Tan, Black or Two-tone

Braided Kangaroo Leather Belts  Finely braided belts were a traditional specialty of the Australian whipmakers. In cutting a kangaroo skin for a whip, the center of the skin was often left too small for a second whip. This leather, the prime part of the skin, was ideal for belts. The usual style was a cinch ring belt with two harness rings or dees. The individual strands are turned over as they are braided past the end section, so that the grain side of the leather remains on the outside where the end folds back at the dees. The dees are attached by back-braiding the strands in the belt. There are no stitches to give way, no eyelets to tear, and the belt is continuously adjustable. We have brought this craft to America so that you may enjoy wearing these belts, fine examples of traditional craftsmanship at its best. The belts are available in Natural Tan, Black, or a Two-tone of natural tan and black strands. The Natural Tan darkens with sunlight and time. Our own production, hand crafted in the USA.
Watch Lanyard
The old-style watch lanyard has been used for many years by those who carry pocket watches or stop watches. The loops are of different widths. For most watches the narrow loop attaches more neatly. To give longer wear the wide loop may be attached to the watch where the bail is sufficiently large. Either loop attaches readily to the belt loop. The overall length is 12 inches. Four plait kangaroo leather. Our own production, hand crafted in the USA.

#849 Watch Lanyard ............................................. $46
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

Whistle Lanyards
These four plait whistle lanyards are hand braided in kangaroo leather with a sliding knot. Kangaroo leather performs well in the rain, and does not become stiff. A whistle easily attaches to the stainless steel swivel and snap. Our own production, hand crafted in the USA.

#862 Braided Lanyard, Double Snap ........................ $72
#863 Braided Lanyard, Single Snap ........................ $72
Please state color — Natural Tan or Black

#1593 Braiding Fine Leather ............................ $19.99
Techniques of the Australian Whipmakers
Basic skills and projects for the beginning braider.

#1594 Whips and Whipmaking ...................... $19.99
A comprehensive introduction to the dynamics and design of whips, including a review of the whips used in the Indiana Jones movies.

These books were written by our co-founder D. W. Morgan. For more braiding supplies and a wealth of information please visit us online at davidmorgan.com.

#358 Pair of Stock Whips ............................... $960
12 plait, 4 foot 6 inch thong
18 inch Toheti cane handle
Handcrafted in Australia by SKT Leather
Improve your two-handed whip cracking by developing a multiple cracking routine with this matched pair of stock whips. The kangaroo leather whips are lightweight and responsive for easy cracking.

#358 Pair of Stock Whips ............................... $960
12 plait, 4 foot 6 inch thong
18 inch Toheti cane handle
Handcrafted in Australia by SKT Leather
Improve your two-handed whip cracking by developing a multiple cracking routine with this matched pair of stock whips. The kangaroo leather whips are lightweight and responsive for easy cracking.

#358 Pair of Stock Whips ............................... $960
12 plait, 4 foot 6 inch thong
18 inch Toheti cane handle
Handcrafted in Australia by SKT Leather
Improve your two-handed whip cracking by developing a multiple cracking routine with this matched pair of stock whips. The kangaroo leather whips are lightweight and responsive for easy cracking.
**Braiding Supplies**  Vegetable tanned kangaroo leather has about four times the tensile strength of equivalent cowhide, and is by far the best leather for fine leather braiding. We supply both skins and lace. Excess kangaroos are harvested in Australia under programs approved by both the Australian and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife authorities. The leather we offer is in a high strength full grain bark (vegetable) tannage, a premium selection for minimum scarring. We offer drum stuffed skins, that is with grease worked into the leather in heated rotating drums. Drum stuffing provides an even distribution of grease in the amount needed to ensure optimum properties of the leather. The natural color skins are a light tan color as received from the tannery, but darken with sunlight. The black and whiskey skins are tannery dyed, and are black or whiskey through the skin.

**Kangaroo Skins**  The skins come in three weights: light (under about 0.8 mm thick), suitable for fine braiding; medium (about 0.8 mm), suitable for belts, stockwhips and most horse gear; and heavy (about 1.00 mm), suitable for belts and heavier gear and whips. Skins are measured in square decimeters. 10 square decimeters equal 1.076 square feet. Skins range in size from about 45 to 75 dm² depending on the weight and color. Colors are Natural Tan and Black in all weights, Whiskey in heavy weight only.

- **#963 Kangaroo Skin**......................................................................................................................................................... $2.50/dm²
  - Please state color and weight desired: Light, Medium or Heavy
  - Less 10% in lots of 250 dm² and over (assorted)
  - Less 15% in lots of 500 dm² and over (assorted)

**Kangaroo Lace**  Our premium quality kangaroo lace is hand cut from well trimmed drum stuffed skins, square cut so it may be pared to suit the work in hand. Cutting lace by hand avoids most flaws and permits more continuous cutting. The lace is in 60 foot balls, usually continuous but may have one join. Colors are Natural Tan and Black in all weights, Whiskey in heavy weight only.

The 1/8 inch lace is available in three weights: Light (under about 0.8 mm thick), suitable for fine braiding; Medium (about 0.8 mm), suitable for horse gear; and Heavy (about 1.00 mm), suitable for belts and heavier gear and whips.

- **#955 1/8 inch Kangaroo lace, hand-cut, 60 foot ball**.......................................................$78
  - Please state color and weight
  - Less 10% in lots of five or more balls, rolls or hanks (assorted)

The 1/4 inch lace is available in the Heavy weight (about 1.00 mm).

- **#956 -HVY 1/4 inch Kangaroo lace, hand-cut, 60 foot ball**.............$110
  - Please state color
  - Less 10% in lots of five or more balls, rolls or hanks (assorted)
Pecard Leather Dressing

Pecard Leather Dressing, quietly manufactured in Wisconsin since 1902, is the jewel among the many leather dressings on the market today. It is based on a petroleum lubricant similar to vaseline, with additions of selected waxes including beeswax. It is a dressing which penetrates the leather, allows the fibers to bend and move without chafing and breaking, coats the fibres to inhibit oxidation, and helps maintain a desirable level of moisture in the leather. It is chemically neutral, carrying neither salts nor harsh solvents, and does not decompose to form damaging agents. It is an economical dressing — there are no volatile carrier agents such as water or kerosene to dilute the lubricant. Pecard Leather Dressing is the dressing used by the knowledgeable collectors of leather items and museum conservators.

Fine leather deserves good care. We recommend Pecard Leather Dressing for: leather luggage; fine leather goods; handbags; saddlery; boots and shoes; motorcycle leather; antique leather; leather furniture and leather car seats.

#1111 Pecard Dressing, 6 oz. tub .......................................................... $9
#1112 Pecard Dressing, 16 oz. tub ......................................................... $18
#1113 Pecard Dressing, 32 oz. tub ......................................................... $26

Kangaroo Lace, Machine Cut

This lace is machine cut in Australia, and is a superior quality. This lace is a less greasy craft lace, not drum stuffed, so should be heavily greased with Pecard Leather Dressing before braiding. The machine cut lace is cut in circles and is spliced where flawed. It is square cut and has about two to three joins per 50 meters (164 feet), up to six joins per 100 meters (328 feet). We advise stretching this lace before using it in order to evaluate uniformity. Colors are Tan, Whiskey or Black. The Tan is very lightly dyed to give a uniform color that will not discolor over time.

#957 3 mm (¼ inch) Machine Cut Lace, 100 meter roll ...................... $140
#971 3 mm (¼ inch) Machine Cut Lace, 50 meter roll ....................... $85
#959 6 mm (¼ inch) Machine Cut Lace, 50 meter roll ....................... $140
#973 6 mm (¼ inch) Machine Cut Lace, 20 meter hank ..................... $75

Please state color
Less 10% in lots of five or more balls, rolls or hanks (assorted)

Encyclopedia of Rawhide and Leather Braiding

This encyclopedia by Bruce Grant is the result of a lifetime’s active study by America’s foremost authority. It is an essential book for anyone interested in braiding, leatherwork, or life in the old West. It is the standard authority on knots. Harback. 528 pp.

#1209 Encyclopedia of Rawhide and Leather Braiding .............. $29.95
Occulture  Created by designer Lisa Engeman, Occulture is a collaboration with Australian indigenous artisans transferring ancient stories and knowledge into contemporary statement jewelry that celebrates and strengthens the songline of culture, knowledge, artists and community. The photoanodized aluminum jewelry with sterling silver fittings is handcrafted in Australia using cutting edge technology. Each piece of Occulture jewelry is gift boxed, with a card describing the artist and the artwork. Please visit us online at davidmorgan.com for our full collection and to learn more about the artists and artwork.

Brush Tail Possum Dreaming  The Brush Tail Possum Dreaming artwork is by Australian Indigenous artist Steven Jupurrurla Nelson. The photoanodized aluminum pendant and matching earrings have gold-filled fittings. The reverse side color is eucalypt. An 18 inch black silicone rubber cord with a gold-filled lobster clasp is included with each pendant. The slight wave in the hand-fashioned earring hooks echoes the Brush Tail Possum Dreaming design. The earring hooks have a simple locking feature. Hand crafted in Australia.

#D1058PC-GLD Brush Tail Possum Dreaming Pendant ....................... $120
#D1058EC-GLD Brush Tail Possum Dreaming Round Earrings ........ $95

Occulture is a member of the Indigenous Art Code which promotes and regulates the fair and ethical trade in works of art by Indigenous artists. All artwork featured in Occulture’s Australian made jewelry is licensed and royalties are paid directly to the individual artist or organization of the artist’s choice.

Rooster of Yuendumu
#DD10 Pendant ............................................................... $54
#DD10E Earrings ........................................................... $54
Artwork by Karen Napaljarri Barnes
Photoanodized aluminum, Sterling silver fittings
Shown 3/4 size, made in Australia
#D1050E Star Dreaming Earrings          $95  
Photoanodized aluminum, Sterling silver fittings  
Shown 3/4 size, made in Australia

#D1050OP Star Dreaming Oval Pendant    $100  
Artwork by Alma Nungarrayi Granites  
Photoanodized aluminum, Sterling silver fittings  
Shown 3/4 size, made in Australia

#D1056PC-GLD Water Dreaming Pendant..  $120  
Artwork by Julie Nangala Roberston  
Photoanodized aluminum, Gold-filled fittings  
Shown 3/4 size, made in Australia

#D1056EC-GLD Water Dreaming Earrings .. $95  
Artwork by Julie Nangala Roberston  
Photoanodized aluminum, Gold-filled fittings  
Shown 3/4 size, made in Australia

#DD07 Pendant ............................................ $54  
#DD07E Earrings ........................................ $54  
Artwork by Karen Napaljarri Barnes  
Photoanodized aluminum, Sterling silver fittings  
Shown 3/4 size, made in Australia

#DD09 Pendant ........................................... $54  
#DD09E Earrings ........................................ $54  
Artwork by Karen Napaljarri Barnes  
Photoanodized aluminum, Sterling silver fittings  
Shown 3/4 size, made in Australia

#DD09 Pendant ........................................... $54  
#DD09E Earrings ........................................ $54  
Artwork by Karen Napaljarri Barnes  
Photoanodized aluminum, Sterling silver fittings  
Shown 3/4 size, made in Australia
Celtic Design Jewelry  The Celts, whose lands spread across Europe from Hungary to Ireland two thousand years ago, left a rich legacy of art. They were skilled metal workers, with a strong interest in gold, silver and bronze ornaments for themselves and for their horse trappings. In Wales, where the language and culture survive with unbroken continuity from those early times, the Celtic design tradition is still part of the living heritage. Our Celtic jewelry is drawn from both modern Welsh and older Celtic sources, with design as timely today as it was two thousand years ago.

Our sterling silver Celtic jewelry is either lost wax castings or stamped pieces made in the USA. Our sterling silver pendants come with sterling silver chains. Our gold Celtic jewelry pieces are hand polished lost wax castings, made in the USA. The gold pendants are sold without chains. Chains are offered separately on page 72. The jewelry is sent to you gift boxed, and most pieces come with a card explaining the background of the design.

Celtic Cross  This cross is inspired by the stone Celtic crosses found in many parts of Wales, dating from the early days of Christianity in Britain. The cross is simply executed in sterling silver or 14 kt. gold. Made in USA. Shown full size.

#2270g Gold Celtic Cross ..........................$740
14 kt. gold, chain not included
#2270 Celtic Cross, Sterling silver.........$68
24” sterling chain

Muiredach’s Cross  Muiredach’s Cross of Monasterboice is an outstanding example of later period Celtic crosses, with full ornamentation on both front and back and on the sides. This small cross is a finely detailed reproduction, including edge ornamentation. Shown full size. Made in USA.
#2340 Muiredach’s Cross, Sterling silver, 18” sterling chain...............................$58
#2340g Muiredach’s Cross, 14 kt. gold, Chain not included..............................$360

St. Brynach’s Cross  The great cross at Nanhyfer in Dyfed, Wales was carved in the 10th or 11th century. The stone cross stands thirteen feet high with a 24½ inch diameter head. The church of St. Brynach, in the yard of which this cross stands, was founded by St. Brynach in the 6th century.

St. Brynach’s Cross  The St. Brynach’s Cross is set in Celtic style against the circle of the sun, and ornamented with the endless ribbon of eternity. The design is deeply incised in the substantial pendant (shown full size) and pin (not shown). Sterling silver. Made in USA.
#2275 St. Brynach’s Cross Pendant, 24” sterling chain .............$110
#2275P St. Brynach’s Cross Pin ...............$92
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#3221E</td>
<td>Chi-Rho Earrings</td>
<td>$72</td>
<td>Sterling silver, made in USA, Shown full size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3210</td>
<td>Thistle Pendant, Half Round</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>Sterling silver, 24&quot; Sterling chain, Shown full size, Made in USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2372</td>
<td>Welsh Dragon Pendant</td>
<td>$105</td>
<td>Sterling silver, 24&quot; Sterling chain, Shown full size, Made in USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3433E</td>
<td>Triskele Circle Earrings</td>
<td>$44</td>
<td>Sterling silver, 14 kt. Gold (220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3434E</td>
<td>Triskele Stud Earrings</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>Sterling silver, 14 kt. Gold (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3296</td>
<td>St. Brynach's Cross Bracelet</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>Sterling silver, made in USA, Shown 3/4 size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2330N</td>
<td>Necklet, 18&quot; chain</td>
<td>$92</td>
<td>Sterling silver, Made in USA, Shown full size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2330E</td>
<td>Earrings</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>Sterling silver, Made in USA, Shown full size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Never Ending Hearts

Triskele Circle Earrings

Triskele Stud Earrings
Everlasting Love Rings  Our Everlasting Love symbol takes center stage in these gold rings. Available in yellow gold or white gold, the open work design is offered as two rings, keeping the Everlasting Love symbol in proportion relative to the ring size. The smaller ring, #3508, is about 7/16 inches at the widest part. The larger ring, #3509, is 9/16 inches at the widest part. The back of each ring is about 1/8 inch. 14 kt. yellow gold or 14 kt. white gold. These rings are hand polished lost wax castings, made in USA.

- #3508g Everlasting Love Ring, Small, size 5 to 7 ......................................................... $385
- #3509g Everlasting Love Ring, size 7½ to 12 ................................................................. $550

Please state ring size and color of gold
Please allow three weeks for shipment of our gold rings

Everlasting Love — Serch Bythol  Among the Celts, the triskele is used to represent the tripartite nature of life and people. In this jewelry two triskeles are linked together to form the circle of eternity, denoting two people, in body, mind and spirit, joined together in everlasting love.

- #3394Pg Everlasting Love Pin, 14 kt. Gold .................................................. $650
- #3394P Everlasting Love Pin, Sterling silver ........................................ $72

Shown full size, made in USA

Creyr — the Heron  was the creator of life among the Celts. Creyr brought the babies, much as the stork among the Teutonic peoples. Renditions of the Heron are common in Celtic art, ranging from simple terminal figures to complex intertwined knotwork.

Celtic Heron Bracelet  The Heron, Creyr, is the Creator among the Celts. Here two herons are appropriately shown as part of the everlasting ribbon of eternity. This sterling silver bracelet is slightly tapered, as early Celtic bracelets found in Wales. Devolved length is 6¼ inches, width at the center is ¾ inch. Sterling silver. Made in USA.

- #3283 Celtic Heron Bracelet, Sterling silver .......................................................... $210
Celtic Rings — Modrwyau Celtaidd

We are pleased to offer a number of gold wedding, anniversary and engagement rings. Most of these rings are manufactured exclusively for us by our local manufacturing jeweler. Please visit us online at davidmorgan.com for more Celtic rings and information.

#3385N Necklet, Sterling silver $48
18” sterling chain
3385Ng Necklet, 14 kt. gold $320
chain not included

#3341E Creyr Earrings, Sterling silver $66
3341Eg Creyr Earrings, 14 kt. gold $760

#3284 Celtic Dragon Bracelet $210
Sterling silver, made in USA
Shown 3/4 size

#3393 Everlasting Love Bracelet $210
Sterling silver, made in USA
Shown 3/4 size

#3385E Earrings, Sterling silver $60
3385Eg Earrings, 14 kt. gold $740
Heathergems Jewelry

Heathergems are handmade from the stems of heather, a common Scottish plant renowned for its purple bloom. The Heathergems jewelry we offer are set into sterling silver fittings. Each Heathergem is unique, handcrafted in Pitlochry, Scotland, with its own distinctive medley of colors typical of the Scottish moors — orange, red, green, blue and purple. Great care is taken to match those used for the earrings. Sorry, we are not able to offer a choice of colors. Please visit davidmorgan.com to learn more about the unique process by which Heathergems are created. The jewelry is sent to you gift boxed, with a card explaining the origin of Heathergems.

Heart Pendant, Round Stud Earrings

#1126 Heathergem Heart Set $60
18” Sterling chain, Stud Earrings
Sterling silver and Heathergem
Shown half size, Made in Scotland

#1107 Heathergem Heart Pendant $50
18” Sterling chain
Sterling silver and Heathergem
Shown full size, Made in Scotland

#1097 Heart Earrings, Post $42
#1098 Heart Earrings, Fishhook $43
Sterling silver and Heathergem
Shown full size, Made in Scotland

#1117 Heathergem Triskele Pendant $52
18” Sterling chain
#1123 Heathergem Triskele Earrings $54
Sterling silver and Heathergem
Shown full size, Made in Scotland

#1118 Heathergem Cat Pin $36
Heathergem with silver plate clasp
Shown full size, Made in Scotland
#124 Earrings with Knotwork $52
Sterling silver and Heathergem
Shown full size, Made in Scotland

#1096 Heathergem Highland Coo $39
Heathergem with silver plate clasp
Shown full size, Made in Scotland

#1116 Heathergem Thistle Pendant $70
18" Sterling chain
Sterling silver and Heathergem
Shown full size, Made in USA

#3218E Thistle Earrings $66
Sterling silver, made in USA
Shown full size

#2341 Rampant Lion Pendant $115
Sterling silver, 24" Sterling chain
Shown full size, Made in USA

#1102 Heathergem Butterfly Pendant $45
18" Sterling chain
Sterling silver and Heathergem
Shown full size, Made in Scotland
The North Coast Collection designed by Paul Wagner, is inspired by the Northwest coast. The pieces shown here will bring back memories to all who have lived in or visited the area. The jewelry pieces are sterling silver lost wax castings, made in the USA. Shown full size.

#3451 Full Moon Rising Wolf Pendant $80  
20" Sterling silver chain

#3506E Aspen Leaf Earrings $56
#3506 Aspen Leaf Pendant $105  
18" Sterling silver chain

We offer a moon for every month online.

#3426-06 June Moon Pendant $84  
Sterling silver, 20" Sterling silver chain  
Designed by Paul Wagner, made in USA

#3399 Mountain Sunrise Ring $115  
Sterling silver with 18 kt gold sun inlay  
Ring sizes 5 through 11 by half size  
Please state ring size

#3403 Halibut Pendant $88  
Sterling silver, 20" Sterling silver chain  
Designed by Paul Wagner, made in USA

#3515 Raven Pendant $96  
Sterling silver, 18" Sterling silver chain  
Designed by Paul Wagner, made in USA
Jeff McKenzie is a craftsman, goldsmith, silversmith, jeweler, designer and gemologist. Jeff is the manufacturer of North Coast Collection jewelry, and his own personal line including reticulated silver and other various gemstone and metal designs. He is passionate about making jewelry and is constantly striving to improve the quality of all the jewelry he makes. He is at his happiest at his wax carving bench designing new pieces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#3504 Otter Pendant</td>
<td>Sterling silver, 20&quot; Sterling silver chain&lt;br&gt;Designed by Jeff McKenzie, made in USA</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3516 Sisters Sunrise Pendant</td>
<td>Sterling silver with 18 kt gold sun inlay&lt;br&gt;18&quot; Sterling silver chain&lt;br&gt;Designed by Jeff McKenzie, made in USA</td>
<td>$145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3502 Small Crab Pendant</td>
<td>Sterling silver, 20&quot; Sterling silver chain&lt;br&gt;Designed by Jeff McKenzie, made in USA</td>
<td>$84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3712 Wolf Profile Pendant</td>
<td>Sterling silver, 20&quot; Sterling silver chain&lt;br&gt;Designed by Paul Wagner, made in USA</td>
<td>$84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3918 I Give You My Heart Ring</td>
<td>Sterling silver with 18 kt gold heart inlay&lt;br&gt;Ring sizes 5 through 11 by half size&lt;br&gt;Please state ring size&lt;br&gt;Designed by Jeff McKenzie, made in USA</td>
<td>$130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wildlife in Bronze — Jewelry Designs by Cavin Richie

Cavin Richie grew up in Colorado surrounded by the natural beauty of the Rocky Mountains. He moved to Washington State in 1970 and has lived near the sea ever since. Cavin’s designs are a reflection of his surroundings. His line includes birds, mammals and amphibians, all accurately detailed. For the past thirty years he has carved with shed elk antler and woolly mammoth ivory. These carvings became the basis for his lost wax casting jewelry. “Carving,” says Cavin “is like touching antiquity. I feel a kinship with a long lineage of carvers dating back to the Pleistocene.”

In 2013 David Morgan purchased the Cavin Richie jewelry line, allowing Cavin to devote more time to his carving and one of a kind sculptures and artwork. We are pleased to offer these solid bronze lost wax castings. A patina complements the earthy metal, giving each piece a unique finish. The fishhook earrings have hypoallergenic (gray niobium) hooks. Pendants have an adjustable fabric cord. All the Wildlife in Bronze jewelry is designed by Cavin Richie, cast in the US and hand finished here in Washington state.

Some of Cavin Richie’s designs are well suited to casting in silver and gold. Without the patinas used with the bronze castings, the sterling silver or 14 kt gold still show the incredible detail of Cavin’s work.

Hummingbird

The dark beak and bronze gorget set off the green patina on this hummingbird in flight. Heishi beads and polished stones complement the antiqued sterling silver with toggle clasp. Total necklace length is 24 inches. Matching earrings have a copper bead and gray niobium fishhooks. Bronze.

The Wildlife in Bronze jewelry, including the Hummingbird Necklace, is sent to you gift boxed, with information about the piece.

#KB-65-2BN Hummingbird Necklace....$150
#KBE-3-FH Hummingbird Earrings......... $66
Mirrored Rufous Hummingbirds
- #KBE-52-POST Bronze Earrings, Post... $66
- #KSE-52-LB Sterling Silver Earrings... $74
- #KGE-52-LB 14 kt. Gold Earrings... $350

Heron in Cattails
- #KB-173-PIN Heron in Cattails Pin... $74
- #KB-173-PEND Heron in Cattails Pendant... $74

Pileated Woodpecker
- #KB-125-PIN Pin... $64
- #KB-125-PEND Pendant... $64

Red-tailed Hawk
- #KB-208-PIN Pin... $70
- #KB-208-PEND Pendant... $70
Wildlife in Bronze  
Designed by Cavin Richie  
Hand crafted in the USA, Shown full size  

#KB-110-PIN Raccoon Pin ......................... $66  
#KB-110-PEND Raccoon Pendant .......... $66  

#KB-67-PIN Pacific Tree Frog Pin .......... $64  
#KB-67-PEND Pacific Tree Frog Pendant .. $64  

#KBE-6-FH Pacific Tree Frog Earrings ... $66  
#KB-325-PEND Magpie Pendant ............. $70  

#KB-50-Pend Eagle Talon Pendant ... $78  
#KB-120-PIN Cardinal Pin ................. $70  
#KB-120-PEND Cardinal Pendant ....... $70  

David Morgan
Hummingbird and Nest
#KB-373-PEND Amulet......................$75

#KB-58-PIN Barn Owl Pin.....................$70
#KB-58-PEND Barn Owl Pendant...........$70

Hummingbird Heart
#KB-296-PIN Flying Eagle Pendant........$65
#KB-296-PEND Flying Eagle Pendant.....$65

#KB-336-PIN Pin..............................................$68
#KB-336-PEND Pendant.............................$68

#KBE-36A-POST Dungeness Crab Earrings $62
#KB-180-PIN Dungeness Crab Pin..........$70
#KB-180-PEND Dungeness Crab Pendant...$70

#KB-334-PIN Kingfisher Pin...............$68
#KB-334-PEND Kingfisher Pendant........$68
Blue Dragonfly  A beautiful blue patina and highly detailed wings make this a stunning blue dragonfly necklace. The size is 1¼ inches high and 1¾ inches wide. Copper, heishi, and lapis beads decorate the 18 inch antiqued silver chain with a toggle clasp. Heishi beads accent the gray niobium (hypoallergenic) hooks of the matching earrings. The pin attaches with two nickel posts. The pendant (not shown) has a fabric cord, adjustable from 18 to 36 inches. Bronze. Made in USA.

#KB-354-6BN Blue Dragonfly Necklace .................................................. $155
#KBE-89-FH Blue Dragonfly Earrings ....................................................... $62
#KB-354-PIN Blue Dragonfly Pin ............................................................. $66
#KB-354-PEND Blue Dragonfly Pendant .................................................. $66

#KS-354-PEND Dragonfly Pendant ........ $110
Sterling Silver
Adjustable Fabric Cord

#KS-90-PEND Sea Turtle Pendant ....... $100
Sterling Silver
Adjustable Fabric Cord
Sea Turtle  A sea turtle swimming through the ocean is the epitome of grace and beauty. Cavin places a green patina on the head and legs while keeping the shell its natural bronze color. Copper, heishi and amazonite beads decorate the 20 inch antiqued silver chain. Matching fishhook earrings with a copper bead and hypoallergenic (gray nyobium) hooks. Bronze. The pin fastens with a bronze clasp. The pendant (not shown) has a fabric cord, adjustable from 18 to 36 inches. Made in USA.

- #KB-90-2BN Sea Turtle Necklace ......................................................... $165
- #KBE-23-FH Sea Turtle Earrings .......................................................... $70
- #KB-90-PIN Sea Turtle Pin ........................................................................ $74
- #KB-90-PEND Sea Turtle Pendant ......................................................... $74

Conservancy in Bronze  We are pleased to partner with Cavin Richie in offering the Conservancy in Bronze jewelry -- jewelry specifically designed to benefit organizations dedicated to preserving and creating habitat for threatened and endangered wildlife. With Cavin's retirement from production work, he is now able to pursue this passion, using his artistic skills to benefit the wildlife he loves. A substantial portion of the proceeds from each Conservancy in Bronze sale will be donated to the designated organization. Please visit us online for more Conservancy in Bronze designs.

Honey Bee  The honey bee was originally brought to North America by the early colonists. Bees are now a necessary form of pollination for US agricultural products, yet are in peril around the world. Show your support of the Honey Bee with this delightful pendant. In Cavin's depiction a honey bee sits upon a hexagonal beehive segment. The design is three dimensional with almost ½ inch in depth. The fabric cord is adjustable from 18 to 36 inches. A substantial portion of the purchase price will be donated to Friends of the Earth. Bronze. Handcrafted in the USA.

- #KC-377-PEND Honey Bee Pendant ....................................................... $82
- #KC-377-PIN Honey Bee Pin ..................................................................... $82
Wildlife in Silver and Gold Some of Cavin's designs are available in sterling silver and 14 kt. gold. The fine details of Cavin Richie's carving are apparent in these double sided lost wax castings. Leverback earrings. Made in USA.

- #KSE-6-LB Pacific Tree Frog Earrings, Sterling silver $74
- #KSE-23-LB Sea Turtle Earrings, Sterling silver $74
- #KSE-89-LB Dragonfly Earrings, Sterling silver $110

Visit us online at davidmorgan.com for more Wildlife in Bronze, Silver and Gold Designed by Cavin Richie, Hand crafted in the USA

Sterling Silver Snake Chains These sterling silver snake chains are the most substantial chains we offer. The smooth, unseamed snake chains are crafted in Italy and will sit comfortably on your neck. The chains have lobster clasps. Sterling silver. Made in Italy.

- #2316 Sterling Silver Snake Chain, 16 inch (1.5 mm, about 4.4 gm) $22
- #2314 Sterling Silver Snake Chain, 18 inch (1.5 mm, about 4.8 gm) $24
- #2324 Sterling Silver Snake Chain, 24 inch (1.9 mm, about 9 gm) $50

14 kt. Gold Chains For use with our gold pendants and necklets, we offer 14 kt. gold chains. The chains are the wheat pattern, one of the stronger and longer wearing chains, with lobster claw clasps. The 24 inch chain is recommended for our pendants. The lighter 18 inch chain is well suited for our necklets. Made in Italy.

#2323 Gold Wheat Chain, Heavy, 24 inch (about 10.6 gm) $1,300
#2322 Gold Wheat Chain, Light, 18 inch (about 3.1 gm) $420
Silver Seasons  Michael Michaud's love of nature and his exceptional knowledge of jewelry making inspired him to launch the Silver Seasons Collection. He has perfected the technique of creating models from natural botanical elements and, after the models are made, manipulating these “copies of nature” into his jewelry. Using primarily bronze, natural stones and hand-formed glass, the Silver Seasons jewelry we offer is renowned for its craftsmanship and beauty, handcrafted in New York.

**Blackberry Necklace**  Michael Michaud was inspired by a wallpaper design entitled “Bramble” when creating this jewelry. The wallpaper design was first produced in 1879 and is in the Victoria and Albert Collection. This highly-detailed statement necklace has five blackberries topped with gold-patinaed bracts and several patinaed leaves. The size of each berry is ½ inch long and ½ inch wide. The full size of the drop from the chain is 3 inches. The chain is adjustable from 16 inches to 18 inches with 8 adjustment rings. Closes with a lobster claw fastener. The bronze is hand-patinaed and the berry is hand-formed glass. The chain is gold-filled. Handcrafted in the USA.

- #397 Blackberry Necklace ................................................................. $175
- #398E Blackberry Earrings ................................................................. $54
- #398 Blackberry Pendant ........................................................................ $60
  16-18 inch Adjustable Gold-filled Chain

**Silver Seasons**  Michael Michaud’s love of nature and his exceptional knowledge of jewelry making inspired him to launch the Silver Seasons Collection. He has perfected the technique of creating models from natural botanical elements and, after the models are made, manipulating these “copies of nature” into his jewelry. Using primarily bronze, natural stones and hand-formed glass, the Silver Seasons jewelry we offer is renowned for its craftsmanship and beauty, handcrafted in New York.

- #400 Red Poppy Pendant ................................................................. $100
  Bronze with Hand-formed Glass Flower, Adjustable Leather Cord
- #400E Red Poppy Earrings ................................................................. $120
  Bronze with Hand-formed Glass Flowers, Sterling Silver Fishhooks
**Blue Violets**  The blue violet is well-loved for its beauty. It grows throughout North America and is the official state flower of Illinois, Rhode Island, New Jersey and Wisconsin. This highly-detailed necklace has three violets and several bronze leaves. The bronze is hand-patinaed and the flowers are hand-formed glass. The pendant's gold-filled chain is adjustable from 16 inches to 18 inches and closes with a lobster claw fastener. The matching earrings have sterling silver posts. Hand crafted in the USA.

- **#934 Blue Violet Pendant** $92
- **#222P Blue Violet Brooch** $90
- **#591E Blue Violet Earrings, Post** $52
- **#593E Blue Violet Hoop Earrings, Post** $75

**Hydrangeas**  Hydrangeas are known for their beautiful clusters filled with hundreds of flowers. This pendant by Michael Michaud has several flowers with pinkish/bronze petals that dangle from a 16 - 18 inch adjustable chain. The bronze snake chain closes with a lobster claw fastener. The matching single flower earrings have sterling silver fishhooks. Bronze with antique bronze over copper finish. Hand crafted in the USA.

- **#373 Hydrangea Pendant, Bronze** $110
- **#373E Hydrangea Earrings, Bronze** $72
#381 Blueberry Twigs Necklace $180
Bronze with Lapis Lazuli Berries, 16-18 inch Necklace

#381E Blueberry Earrings $100
Bronze with Lapis Lazuli Berries, Sterling Silver Fishhooks

#386 Eucalyptus Double Leaf Pendant $100
Bronze, 24-26 inch Bronze Snake Chain

#386E Eucalyptus Earrings $80
Bronze, Sterling Silver Fishhooks

#373B Hydrangea Cuff Bracelet $125
Bronze
6” Devolved Length, 1¼” Gap
Shown 3/4 Size

#363E Pine Cone Earrings $80
Bronze with Gold Patinaed Pin Cones
Gold-filled Fishhooks
Jade and Woolly Mammoth Jewelry  

Woolly mammoth ivory is still found in the permafrost of Alaska and the Yukon Territory. Jewelry made from jade, Alaska’s state gemstone, dates back over 5,000 years to ancient China, and has captivated cultures throughout the world ever since. In this unique jewelry, ivory and jade beads hang gracefully from sterling silver chain. The necklace chain is 16 inches, with an elegant 2½ inch drop at the center. Lever back sterling silver earrings. Shown full size. Made in USA.

#TG4 Jade & Woolly Mammoth Ivory Necklace .......................... $175
#TG3E Woolly Mammoth Ivory Earrings .................................. $100
#TG3 Woolly Mammoth Ivory Necklace (not shown) ................ $220
#TG4E Jade & Woolly Mammoth Ivory Earrings .......................... $66

Bracelets  

Beads are linked with sterling silver to form these bracelets. The beads are approximately ¼ inch in diameter with several smaller beads at each end. Three rings allow for different length adjustments. Adjustable to 7½ inches, 8 inches or 8½ inches. The chain and clasp are sterling silver. Shown 3/4 size. Made in USA.

#TG3B Woolly Mammoth Ivory

Bracelet .................................................. $120
#TG4B Jade Bracelet ............................................. $54

Jade Teardrop Earrings  

A jade teardrop gracefully hangs from a sterling silver shepherd hook. An additional jade bead complements the teardrop. Jade and Sterling silver. Made in USA.

#TG6E Jade Teardrop Earrings ................................. $44
I Am Arts  I Am Arts is a family owned and operated business which originated in Skagway, Alaska and is now based in Portland, Oregon. Stathia Annis, the owner and artist/designer has been hand crafting jewelry featuring semi-precious stones including jade (Alaska’s state stone) and mammoth ivory (Alaska’s state fossil). Each durable piece is hand made with care in Oregon.

Aurora Jewelry  The night sky catches fire when the Aurora Borealis is on display. Its beautiful colors can range across the rainbow and serve as inspiration for this jewelry where Stathia uses a range of semi-precious stones and coral to paint the colors of the Aurora Borealis. The necklace length is 17 inches with a 3 inch drop and closes with a lobster clasp. Leverback earrings. Sterling silver with stone and coral beads. Made in USA.

#TG7 Aurora Necklace .......................................................... $110
#TG7E Aurora Earrings .......................................................... $55

Freshwater Pearl Earrings  Cultured freshwater pearls hang gracefully from a sterling silver chain. Sterling silver leverback earrings. Made in USA.

#TG5E Freshwater Pearl Earrings.....................$55

Aurora Bracelet  This two strand bracelet’s length is adjustable from 7½ to 8 inches and closes with a lobster clasp. Sterling silver with stone and coral beads. Shown 3/4 size. Made in USA.

#TG7B Aurora Bracelet .......................................................... $88
Argillite Reproductions  The Haida carvings in argillite are some of
the finest presentations of totemic art. These reproductions are well
made from original work in Canada, made in a natural resin composite
with the heft and finish of the originals. These museum quality reproduc-
tions of the older work are available in a range of styles that can be more
casually displayed so that the art can be enjoyed on an everyday basis.
The reproductions are made by Boma, a Canadian company producing
a range of collectibles and giftware.

Bear-Halibut Totem Pole  This totem pole reproduction shows
the bear with the halibut. Height is 5 inches, color is argillite black.
Natural resin composite. Made in Canada.
#B113 Bear-Halibut Totem Pole ................................................................. $44

Eagle and Raven Totems  Enjoy these delightful
totems singly or together as lovebirds. The original
totems were carved by Christian White as part of a
chess set. The Eagle King height is 3¼ inches. The Ra-
ven Queen height is 3 inches. Color is argillite black.
Natural resin composite. Made in Canada by Boma.
#B118 Eagle King ................................................................. $30
#B117 Raven Queen ......................................................... $30

Sea Wolf  The original Sea Wolf carving, a
mythical creature, was carved in argillite by Ed
Russ in 1997. 2¾ inches high, 4¾ inches long and
1 inch wide. Color is argillite black. Natural resin
composite. Made in Canada.
#B119 Sea Wolf ................................................................. $54

Frog Bowl  Wooden bowls were in common
use to hold oil to accompany food and were of-
ten elaborately carved. Small grease bowls were
often in the shape of frogs. Argillite bowls were made specifically for the trade in scrim-
shaw work where argillite commanded a much higher price than wood. This reproduction
is 3¼ inches in length. Color is argillite black. Natural resin composite. Made in Canada.
#B221 Frog Bowl ................................................................. $56

The reproductions on this page are all from the Canadian Museum of History’s Haida Gwaii
Collection. Haida Gwaii means ‘Islands of the People’ in the Haida language and refers to the
Queen Charlotte Islands. The museum is located in Gatineau, Quebec.
Indian Jewelry of the Pacific Northwest  The distinctive artistic tradition of the Indians of the Pacific Northwest has shown a continuing vitality despite the generally devastating effect of the coming of the Europeans upon their culture. Today this tradition is flourishing with younger artists both following and reinterpreting the traditions of the older culture and responding to the newer forces of their present life. The carvings, paintings, textiles and jewelry are finding an enthusiastic reception not only within the tribal communities and with tourists, but in the artistic world at large.

Our sterling silver and copper Northwest Indian jewelry pieces are either lost wax castings or stamped pieces, all made in the USA. Our sterling silver pendants come with sterling silver chains. The jewelry is sent to you gift boxed, and most pieces come with a card explaining the background of the design.

Lovebirds  This modern cross-cultural design is by Odin Lonning, a Tlingit from Juneau. The jewelry displays the lovebirds, eagle and raven, in a traditional form within a heart shape. The pendant and pin are about 2 inches wide. The Lovebirds Necklet is about 1½ inches wide. Sterling silver, with 18 inch sterling silver chain. The fishhook earrings are about 1 inch long. Sterling silver. Made in USA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#N980</td>
<td>Lovebirds Pendant, Sterling silver, 24&quot; Sterling chain</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N52080P</td>
<td>Lovebirds Pin, Sterling silver</td>
<td>$105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N32080N</td>
<td>Lovebirds Necklet, Sterling silver, 18&quot; Sterling chain</td>
<td>$88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N22080E</td>
<td>Lovebirds Earrings, Sterling silver</td>
<td>$84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lovebirds  Haida and Tlingit Indians have two main clans, the Eagles and the Ravens. Traditionally, members of the same clan cannot marry, so marriages typically signify the joining of an eagle to a raven. Designs linking eagle and raven are popular in items such as bracelets and rings, given as gifts between couples of these clans.
#N178 Scolding Raven Pendant $115
Sterling silver, 24” Sterling silver chain
Made in USA

#B3008 Raven Tote Bag $32
100% Cotton — Design by Bill Helin
17” x 13” x 9” — 26” handles

#N967 Box of Daylight Pendant $120
Sterling silver, 24” Sterling silver chain
Designed by Odin Lonning, made in USA

#N967E Box of Daylight Earrings $98
Designed by Odin Lonning
Sterling silver, made in USA
Shown full size

#N745B Eagle Bracelet $340
Designed by Barry Herem
Sterling silver, made in USA
Shown 3/4 size

#N32067 Box of Daylight Necklet $82
Sterling silver, 18” Sterling silver chain
Designed by Odin Lonning, made in USA
Tongass Earrings  The Tongass Totem Pole was originally erected at Tongass in Alaska as a memorial to a Tlingit woman, Chief-of-All-Women. The pole was stolen in 1899 by some touring businessmen, and put up in Seattle's Pioneer Square. A replica, made after the original pole deteriorated, still stands there. Fishhook earrings. Sterling silver. Made in USA. Shown full size.

#N6522E Tongass Earrings, Sterling silver .................................................. $94

Volcano Woman’s Tears  The tears of the Volcano Woman, a powerful figure among the Northwest Coast tribes, are portrayed on this necklet and matching earrings as small frogs on a weathered cedar pole. The earrings were designed by our own David W. Morgan, based on one of his favorite Haida myths. Leverback earrings. Sterling silver. Shown full size. Made in USA.

#2329E Volcano Woman’s Tears Earrings, Sterling silver ............... $96
#2329N Volcano Woman’s Tears Necklet, 18” sterling chain .......... $65

Nectar of Life Bracelet  This bracelet is designed by Bill Helin, a member of the Tsimshian First Nation. His ancestry is from the Gits’iis tribe in the village of Lax Kw’alaams, British Columbia. In this bracelet, a hummingbird takes nectar from a flower. The devolved length is 6¼ inches. The width is approximately ⅝ inch wide. The complementary earrings show a hummingbird’s head in profile. Fishhook earrings. Sterling Silver. Bracelet shown 3/4 size, earrings shown full size. Made in USA.

#N11202B Nectar of Life Bracelet, Sterling Silver ......... $200
#N21204E Hummingbird Spirit Earrings, Sterling Silver .......... $85
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#B108</td>
<td>Bear Bell</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>State Color: Blue or Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Let this bear bell give notice that you’re</td>
<td></td>
<td>in the neighborhood. The fabric band is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>printed with Bill Helin’s Bear design and</td>
<td></td>
<td>has one attached metal bell. A Velcro tab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has one attached metal bell. A Velcro tab</td>
<td></td>
<td>and loop allow for easy fastening to your</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and loop allow for easy fastening to your</td>
<td></td>
<td>wrist, belt, pack or dog. Length is 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>length, width is 1¼ inches. Made in Canada.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N22072E</td>
<td>Dall’s Porpoise Earrings</td>
<td>$94</td>
<td>Designed by Odin Lonning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Designer by Odin Lonning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sterling silver, made in USA, shown full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N42072</td>
<td>Dall’s Porpoise Pendant</td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>Designed by Odin Lonning, made in USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N42071</td>
<td>Humpback Whale Pendant</td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>Sterling silver, 24&quot; Sterling silver chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Designed by Odin Lonning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Designed by Odin Lonning, made in USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#N711B-WRP</td>
<td>Bear Trade Bracelet</td>
<td>$185</td>
<td>Designed by Bill Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#B108</td>
<td>State Color: Blue or Red</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sterling silver, made in USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Let this bear bell give notice that you’re</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown 3/4 size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10493B</td>
<td>Hummingbird Bracelet</td>
<td>$180</td>
<td>Designed by Danny Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Designer by Danny Dennis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sterling silver, made in USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shown 3/4 size</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shown 3/4 size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
T-Shirts  These heavy cotton t-shirts are embroidered with Northwest Indian designs by Native Canadian artists. The shirts are made of heavy (9.4 oz) pre-shrunk cotton with high-density embroidery. The black shirts are 100% cotton, the gray is 90% cotton, 10% polyester. The cotton is non-fading. Machine wash (warm), tumble dry (low). Imported, embroidered in Canada.

#2658 Turtle Embroidered T-Shirt ................................................... $35  
Sizes S(38), M(40/42), L(44), XL(46), XXL(48/50) — Color Black  
Designed in Canada by Fred Clifton

#2660 Orca Embroidered T-Shirt ............ $35  
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL — Color Black  
Designed in Canada by Yuki Adams

#2662 Wolf Embroidered T-Shirt ............ $35  
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL — Colors Gray or Black  
Designed in Canada by Errol Hillis

#2663 Hummingbird T-Shirt ............... $35  
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL — Color Black  
Designed in Canada by Jodi Wilson

#2664 Frog Embroidered T-Shirt ............ $35  
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL — Color Black  
Designed in Canada by Mitch Adams
**Birds in Flight**  These two pendants are designed by Bill Helin, showing a hummingbird with wings fully extended and an eagle in free flight. Pewter alloy with a touch of silver. 18 inch sterling silver chain with a spring clasp. Made in Canada. Shown full size.

- #B7411 Hummingbird in Flight Pendant .................................................. $74
- #B7416 Eagle Free Flight Pendant .............................................................. $74

**Bill Helin**  Tsimshian native artist Bill Helin enjoys a very rewarding career as a creative gold engraver, painter, woodcarver, and book illustrator. His ancestry is from the Gits’iis tribe in the village of Lax Kw’alaams, British Columbia. He loves to paint mythological images to educate people on the history of the Tsimshian nation and the many stories passed down through his ancestors. His greatest passion however is to spiritually represent and bond individuals together through the use of native Life Crest symbols. The art of Bill Helin is reproduced in collaboration with the artist and royalties are paid to the artist on each item sold.

**Pewter/Silver Jewelry**  The jewelry shown on this page is made from an alloy of pewter with just a touch of silver. The pewter is lighter than sterling silver, resulting in a light weight that is comfortable to wear. The touch of silver adds luster. The jewelry is made in Canada by Boma.

**Equilibrium**  The Eagle, representing air, is embossed and polished over a textured background in this jewelry, part of Corrine Hunt’s Sea to Sky collection. The pendant finds its own equilibrium on the 18 inch sterling silver chain. Made of a pewter alloy with a touch of silver. 18 inch sterling silver chain. Sterling silver french loops. Made in Canada.

- #B7500 Equilibrium Pendant ........................................................................ $74
- #B7530 Equilibrium Earrings ........................................................................ $78
Marvin Oliver Notecards  These notecards merit framing. Marvin Oliver, of Quinault and Isleta-Pueblo heritage, was one of the leading contemporary printmakers and sculptors in the Pacific Northwest. Over his long career, Oliver worked in a variety of media including cedar, bronze, steel and glass. His efforts and artwork have been instrumental in the development and recognition of Native American Contemporary Fine Art. Born in 1946, Marvin Oliver passed away in 2019. These notecards are a lasting testimony to Marvin’s artistic skill. The notecards are natural paper, 5 x 7 inches, with the designs both lithographed and embossed. There are six notecards and envelopes per pack. Made in USA.

#2812 Mystical Journey Notecards, 6 cards with envelopes $24
#2813 Spirit of the Past Notecards, 6 cards with envelopes $24
#2826 Mooncatcher Notecards, 6 cards with envelopes $24
#2818 Sea and Sky Notecards, 6 cards with envelopes $24

Thunderbird Spirit Box  Thunderbird is a mythical creature of the Coastal tribes, with supernatural powers including creating thunder by flapping his wings and lightning with a blink of his eyes. This spirit box was designed by Tom McPhee, a non-Indian Canadian artist. His spirit boxes resemble the Indian grease bowls, but are a new interpretation of the art. Color is Rosewood. Size is 5 by 3½ by 4½. This museum quality piece is made from a crushed marble and natural resin composite which undergoes multiple polishing and highlighting steps to develop the uniquely rich and warm finish. Made in Canada.

#B105 Thunderbird Spirit Box $105
Corrine Hunt  Born in Alert Bay British Columbia in 1959, Corrine has been creating contemporary art that reflects the themes and traditions of her First Nations Komoyue and Tlingit heritage since 1985. Corrine’s works include engraved gold and silver jewelry and accessories, custom furnishings in carved stainless steel and reclaimed wood, modern totem poles and other sculptural installations. She codesigned the medals for the 2010 Vancouver Olympics and Paralympics. For more information on Corrine and her art, please visit www.corrinehunt.ca.

3 Eagles Urban Bag  This bag features a spacious interior with an easy open magnetic snap closure. There is one interior pocket (6½ x 7 inches) that zips shut. A second exterior zipped pocket (7 x 7 inches) on the side of the bag can securely hold your cell phone or other small items. The size is approximately 10½ inches high and 12 inches wide. The leather strap adjusts from 26 inches to 52 inches. Made in Canada.

3 Eagles Shopper Bag  This bag is large enough to carry several store items, but the design is so beautiful you might prefer to use it as a daily tote. There are two interior compartments. The larger compartment has two small open pockets on the side. Both compartments close with a magnetic snap. The size is 12 inches high and 14 inches wide. The nylon shoulder straps are approximately 31 inches. Made of polyester fabric, fully lined. Made in Canada.

Solo Bag  Corrine Hunt’s own interpretation of the raven is embossed on the front of this leather bag, perfect for carrying the little essentials. The main compartment has a zip closure with a raven zipper pull and an open interior pocket. There is one exterior pocket which snaps shut. The leather shoulder strap adjusts between 28 and 48 inches in length. The bag is 7½ inches wide at the base, tapering to 7 inches at the top with a length of 9½ inches. Colors are Brown or Black. Bovine leather. Made in Canada.
Raven Traveling Trivet  This delightful trivet shows Raven paddling his magic canoe, which could shrink to the size of a pine needle or expand to hold the universe. It is made from recycled glass and is heat resistant to 340 degrees Fahrenheit. Designed to be used, the trivet has protective felt dots on the back to prevent scratching fine surfaces. Alternatively, the trivet can be displayed as art — a small hole is drilled in the back for easy hanging. Size is 7 1/16 by 7 3/4 inches. Color is Rosewood. Designed by Andrew Williams. Made in Canada by Boma.

#B442 Raven Traveling Trivet .............................................................................................................................. $40

Pate Knife & Fork Set  This pewter set is part of Corrine Hunt’s Sea to Sky Collection. Corrine likens her work to poetry, where a few simple lines can evoke a rich sense of place. The stylized handles have varying depths of relief. The 6 1/2 inch pate knife’s handle is perpendicular to the blade, allowing you to easily rest the knife on the edge of the pate dish or cheese board. The pickle fork is 5 3/4 inches long. The handles are made of lead-free pewter, the blade and tongs are stainless steel. Made in Canada.

#B6915 Pate Knife and Fork Set .......................................................................................................................... $74

Cheese Board  Corrine Hunt designed the prototype for this cheese board by hand-chiseling slate. The board works well for cheese and other hors d’oeuvres, and is beautiful enough to leave on the table for display. The diameter is 11 inches. Color is Black. Food safe. Recycled glass. Made in Canada.

#B4240 Cheese Board ........................................................................................................................................ $64

Pewter Ladle and Fork  This pewter ladle and fork are in the shape of the old horn spoons carved by the Pacific Northwest coastal Indians. The carving on the handles show the bear, and raven stealing the sun. The pewter used is free of heavy metals, and suitable for use with food. The ladle and matching fork make elegant serving pieces. The length is 8 1/2 inches. Handcrafted in Canada by Boma.

#B401 Pewter Ladle ............................................................................................................................................... $125
#B402 Pewter Fork .................................................................................................................................................. $125

Cheese Board  Corrine Hunt designed the prototype for this cheese board by hand-chiseling slate. The board works well for cheese and other hors d’oeuvres, and is beautiful enough to leave on the table for display. The diameter is 11 inches. Color is Black. Food safe. Recycled glass. Made in Canada.

#B4240 Cheese Board ........................................................................................................................................ $64
**Frost River**  
Frost River hand crafts canoe packs and luggage in Duluth, Minnesota. Their products are made without compromise, using the highest quality materials and benefiting from over 250 years of experience in the North Woods and Boundary Waters. The Martinex Original Wax fabric used is the best waxed cotton canvas available, durable and water resistant. The Martin family has been involved in the dyeing and finishing of textiles in the United States since 1838. The leather used in the straps and reinforcements comes from SB Foot tannery in Red Wing, Minnesota. In business since 1872, this same tannery supplies the leather used today in Red Wing Boots. The solid brass hardware ensures the fittings won’t fail. Built by hand, built to last, Frost River guarantees their luggage for life. We are pleased to offer a selection of Frost River luggage, made in the USA.

**Curtis Flight Bags**  
These bags are the perfect companion on any flight or journey. The spacious main compartment has a zipper closure. There is one full width outside zippered pocket on one side and two half width slip pockets on the other side. The interior of the zippered pocket has an additional slip pocket. The leather handles feature rolled leather for ease of carrying. The detachable two inch wide cotton web shoulder strap adjusts from 25 to 45 inches. Color is Tan. Made of 18 ounce waxed cotton with leather straps and reinforcements. Hand crafted in the USA.

#F656 Curtis Flight Bag, CarryOn  
$240
21 x 10 x 13 inches, 3.25 pounds, about 2,800 cubic inches

#F655 Curtis Flight Bag, Medium  
$250
22 x 10 x 14 inches, 3.65 pounds, about 3,500 cubic inches

**Urban Field Bag**  
A trek in the city can be as rough on your bag as a day in the mountains. Treat your essential day-to-day items with care in this Urban Field Bag. There are two outer pockets: one zipped, and one open. The interior features three small zip pockets and a zipped pouch for smaller items that may get lost in the bag. The one inch wide cotton web shoulder strap adjusts from 38 to 51 inches, working well for shoulder or cross body carrying. Colors are Tan and Black. Made of 18 and 10 ounce waxed cotton. Hand crafted in the USA by Frost River.

#F568 Urban Field Bag  
$95
13 x 10 x 4 inches, .95 pounds
Please state color
Care A little care will extend the life of your Frost River Luggage. Dry thoroughly after use and before storing. Do not wash or dry clean, the bags will gain character over time. Surface dirt can be removed with water and a soft brush. Apply conditioner after cleaning or if the canvas becomes dry.

#F204 Waxed Canvas Conditioner, 1.5 ounce .........................................$8

#F397 Arrowhead Trail Rolltop Pack $240
18 to 27 x 5 x 15 inches, 3.75 pounds  
About 1,350 to 2,000 cubic inches  
18 ounce waxed cotton,  
Cotton web Shoulderstraps  
Bridle leather straps, brass hardware  
Color Tan

This versatile pack adjusts from 18 to 27 inches in height. Double canvas bottom.

#F890 Simple Briefcase $175  
Colors: Tan, Black  
18 ounce waxed cotton, cotton web straps  
Leather reinforcements  
16 x 5 x 11 inches, 2.6 pounds  
Colors Tan, Black

This briefcase carries your essentials in rugged style. The main compartment closes with a two way zipper and has a large slip pocket for your computer or files and a full width zippered pocket.

#F703 Explorer Duffel, CarryOn $230  
20 x 11 x 11 inches, 3.6 pounds,  
About 3,100 cubic inches

#F700 Explorer Duffel, Large $270  
30 x 14 x 14 inches, 4.8 pounds  
About 6,200 cubic inches  
18 ounce waxed cotton, cotton web straps  
Leather reinforcements  
Color Tan

These no-nonsense duffels offer a simple alternative when you require rugged luggage. Features include a zipper closure and double canvas bottom.

#F703 Explorer Duffel, CarryOn $230  
20 x 11 x 11 inches, 3.6 pounds,  
About 3,100 cubic inches

#F700 Explorer Duffel, Large $270  
30 x 14 x 14 inches, 4.8 pounds  
About 6,200 cubic inches  
18 ounce waxed cotton, cotton web straps  
Leather reinforcements  
Color Tan

These no-nonsense duffels offer a simple alternative when you require rugged luggage. Features include a zipper closure and double canvas bottom.
**Bazaar Tote**  The Bazaar Tote is one tough bag that can do the heavy lifting for your visit to the Grand Bazaar in Cairo, or to the local store. You can also use it to carry all of your daily essentials with no fear of tearing. There is a snap on both sides to close the bag either lengthwise or widthwise. There is one hanging interior pocket, 7½ inches wide by 7 inches high, that zips shut. Solid brass buckles adjust the bridle leather straps from 6 inches to 25 inches. Made of 18 oz. waxed cotton. Colors are Tan or Heritage Black. Hand crafted in the USA by Frost River.

#F832 Bazaar Tote .......................................................... $110

14 x 23 x 6 inches, 1.4 pounds, about 1,400 cubic inches

Please state color

---

**Lake Huron Tote**  The Lake Huron Tote by Frost River is your essential, day-to-day companion. The 18 ounce waxed canvas and the two-inch cotton web handles allow for lugging heavy loads. The double-waxed canvas bottom adds another layer of durability. There are two exterior side pockets. Color is Tan. Hand crafted in the USA by Frost River.

#F842-TAN Lake Huron Tote, Tan ............. $85

13 x 13½ x 5⅜ inches, 1.4 pounds

---

**Travel Wallet**  This travel wallet is RFID protected, giving you one less worry on your travels. There are two side-entry pockets for your passport and boarding passes, with a third side-entry pocket for papers or bills. There is a slot to hold a pen in the center and five card slots. Closed size is 7½ inches by 4⅛ inches. Color is Black. Kangaroo Leather. Made in Australia by Adori Leathergoods.

#AW7627 Travel Wallet, Kangaroo Leather ........................................ $90
**Passport Wallet**  This passport wallet is RFID protected, giving you one less worry on your travels. A side-entry pocket on the right that fits your standard passport size of 3½ inches by 5 inches and allows for easy removal. One pen slot is in the center. The left side has two side-entry pockets for papers and bills along with 3 card slots. Closed size is 4¼ inches by 5⅞ inches. Kangaroo leather. Color is Black. Made in Australia by Adori Leathergoods.

#AW7628 Passport Wallet, Kangaroo Leather .......................... $85

**Navigator Briefcase**  Just as navigators on the open seas needed a case to carry their delicate tools and crucial papers, our Navigator Briefcase aims to do the same for the modern traveler. The main compartment features a slip pocket one side and a zip pocket on the other. There are also 6 smaller compartments for pens, external drives and other accessories. Each side on the exterior features a pocket that buckles shut with leather straps. The webbed-cotton handles are held together with rolled leather for ease of carrying. The detachable two inch wide cotton web shoulder strap adjusts from 25 to 45 inches. The dimensions are approximately 18 inches by 5 inches by 13 inches. Weight is 3.6 pounds. Color is Tan. Made of 18 ounce waxed cotton with leather reinforcements. Hand crafted in the USA by Frost River.

#F880-TAN Navigator Briefcase ........................................ $260

**Kangaroo Leather Keycase**  Use this kangaroo leather keycase to prevent your keys from tearing your pockets. With two card slots on the left flap and a coin pouch on the right, everything you need is contained in one case. The coin pouch zips shut. There are six key rings, and each is large enough to hold a large car key. Snap closure. Closed size is 4 inches by 3 inches by ¾ inch. Kangaroo leather. Colors are Black or Tan. Made in Australia.

#AW3171 Keycase, Kangaroo Leather ................................ $70

Please state color
Hummingbird Heart  Two hummingbirds touch beaks and tails forming a heart shape. The deep ruby red gorget on each bird complements the bronze metal and green patina. Copper beads tip the ends of the antiqued sterling silver chain with a toggle clasp. Devolved length of the necklace is about 21 1/2 inches. Heishi beads accent the gray niobium (hypoallergenic) hooks of the matching fishhook earrings. Bronze. Made in USA.

#KB-336-SSC Hummingbird Heart Necklace  .......................................................... $125
#KBE-88-FH Hummingbird Heart Earrings, Fishhook  ........................................ $72